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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 3, 1969

To:

All Members of the University Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Regular February Meeting of University Faculty

The next regular meeting of the University Faculty will be held
on Tuesday, February 11, at 4:00 p.m., in Mitchell Hall 101.
The agenda will include the following items:

J

l.

Replacements on Standing Committees -- Professor Cottrell
for the Policy committee, followed by a recommendation from
Mr. Durrie relative to vacancies on the Academic Freedom
and Tenure committee.

j

2.

Recommendation relative to the conferring of honorary degrees
at the June 6 Commencement Exercises -- Dean Springer for the
Graduate committee. (Biographical sketches will be distributed
at the meeting. It is urged that any honorary degrees voted
by the Faculty be held in confidence pending approval by the
Regents and acceptance, by the nominees, of the President's
invitation.)

/

3.

Annual report of the Athletic council, as required by Faculty
by-laws -- Professor Daub.

./

4.

Recommendation that the university return to a 2.0 grade
average requirement for admission of non-resident applicants
-- Mr. MacGregor for the committee on Entrance and Credits.
(Statement attached.)

s.

Proposal for the establishment of a Division of Public
Administration -- vice President Travelstead. (Statement
attached.)

6.

Proposed revision of the Appointment and Promotion Policy
Professor Alexander for the Policy committee. (sta~eme~t
attached.) NOTE: To save expense, the present policy is.
not attached~this agenda. Please consult pages 51-57 in
the Faculty Handbook.

7·

Report and recommendations relative to Teachin~ Self-Evaluation
Day -- Professor Rosenblum for the Ad Hoc committee on the
Improvement of Instruction.
(Statement attached.)

y
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FACULTY MEETING
February 11, 1969
(Summarized Minutes)
The February 11, 1969, meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Heady at 4:00 p.m., with a quorum present.
Professor Cottrell, for the Policy Committee, recommended the following replacements on standing committees for persons on leave during
Semester II: Professor Christiansen for Professor Zepper on the
General Honors Council and Professor Benedetti for Professor
Therkildsen on the New Mexico Union Board. These nominations were
approved.
Mr. Durrie noted that two members of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee -- Professors Nason and Utton -- and one alternate
member -- Professor Therkildsen -- will be on leave during Semester
II. He recom~ended that Professors Nason and Utton be replaced
during Semester II by Professors Ivins and Kelly, those who, of the
remaining alternates, were next in line according to the voting
last April. The Faculty approved this recommendation and agreed
that it was unnecessary to choose replacements for Professors
Therkildsen, Ivins, and Kelly as alternates.
Dean Springer, for the Graduate Committee, recommended the awarding
of honorary degrees at the 1969 Commencement Exercises to the
foll~wing: Tom L. Popejoy, President Emeritus, Doctor of Laws~
Stanislaw M. Ulam, mathematical biologist, University of Colorado,
Doctor of Science; and Thornton N Wilder, author, Doctor of Letters.
These nominations were approved.
0

Professor Alexander reported that the returns from a questionnaire
sent .to the faculty concerning the question of open vs. closed faculty
meetings are being studied by the Policy Committee.
~~ofe~s~r Daub, chairman of the A~hlet~c Council, presented t~e
unc1l s annual report on financial aid to athletes, as required
~y Faculty bylaws.
As the result of questions.from members of the .
aculty, there was also some discussion regarding NCAA and WAC polic~
complimentary tickets, gate receipts, introduction of new sports, etc

:r.

MacGregor, on behalf of the Entrance and credits Committee,
.
ecornmended that the University return to a 2.0 grade-averag~ requir~
~hent for th$admission of non-resident applicants. He explained
at the 19
de Cl.Sl.On
· ·
t O g O from 2 • o to 2 • shad
been
made
solely
to
St
.
.
h
d
.t
s em an expected upsurge of non-resident applications wen ormi ~ry
Pace was in shot
but that the higher grade-average requirernent
r
supp 1 y'
.
.
.
had now outlived its usefulness. successive recent in'?reases
.
~~ non-resident tuition charges, he said, now above the median for
Coate universities, had in themselves provided more than adequate
ntrol of the numbers of non residents, and he noted that the

percentage of non-resident students had decreased from 22.5% in the
fall of 1964 to 14.3% in 1968, this despite a liberal administration
of the 2.5 requirement. President Heady commented that the presidents of the other New Mexico institutions have reported a similar
reduction in the number of non residents, and that all of them feel
the percentage is now too low for a desirable balance. The Faculty
approved the Committee's recommendation.
The Faculty approved the establishment of a Division of Public
Administration, effective July 1, 1969, as the academic unit through
which a master's degree in public administration will be offered, if
and when the appropriate University and State bodies approve such a
degree program.
Professor Alexander, for the Policy Committee, presented for consideration a revised Appointment and Promotion Policy. With three
amendments, the policy statement was approved by the Faculty.
~~ssor Rosenblum, for the Ad Hoc Committee on the Improvement of
·~tion, recommended that all classes, except those with clinical
responsibilities, be suspended for the day of Tuesday, April 15,
1969, for a self-evaluation of the University as a teaching institution. This recommendation was approved by the Faculty.
Dean Springer said that an ad hoc committee had been formed to
consider the suggestion of the College of Santa Fe that a summer
school be established which would enable residents of northern New
Mexico to take graduate courses on the College of Santa Fe campus
under UNM academic control. On behalf of the committee, Dean
Springer recommended that an experimental two-year summer program
be approved. The Faculty approved this recommendation.
The meeting adjourned at 6:15 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
FEBRUARY 11, 1969

The February 11, 1969 meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady.
PRESIDENT HEADY
The meeting will come to order.
The f irst item is replacements on Standing Committees;
Profe ssor Cottrell for the Policy Committee.

Re pl acement s
o n Standing
Committees

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
We have two vacancies in
Standi ng Committees that are vacated by leavesC< for
the s p ring semester. The General Honors Courll!lftl,
Pro fe s s or Zepper is on leave. The Policy Committee
would lik e to nominate Ted Christiansen from the College
of Education, Guidance and Speech Education Depar t me nt.
On the Union Board, Professor Therk ildsen is on l e ave .
We would like to nominate David Benedetti, Psychology,
for the spr~n g semester. I so move.
HEADY

Is there a second?

PROFESSOR REGENER
•J, I

.

Second.

HEADY
Is there any discussion of the motion?
You all understand the committees and the names?
Those in favor say "aye". Opposed "no". The motion
is carried.
Now there's another item under this.

Mr. Durrie?

SECRETA.RY DURRIE
Yes. This semester. two members and one alternate member of the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee will be on leave: Professors
Nason and Utton and Professor Therkildsen.
The last
time a similar situation arose only one person was
on leave and we moved into ~e gular membership the alternate next in line, according to the voting the preceding April meeting.
If we follow the same procedure in the pre s ent case we would replace Professors

Rep l ace ments on
Academic
Freedom and
Tenure
Commi ttee
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Nason and Utton wi th two alternates next in line.
This would leave only two alternates on the
committee instead of the usual five, but this might
not be a problem.
If it is desirable, however, to
bring the a lternate list up to full strength, we
could move into alternate status the three nominees
next in line according to the voting last April.
The
only alternative solution is to have a special election to fil l the vacancies, and this, according to
the bylaws , would take two meetings: One for nomination and one for election. In view of the nominating and ele cting of 1969-70 committee that will take
place at the March and April meetings, it seems
simpler to proceed as outlined above. But, this
is, of course , up to the faculty to determine. I
can give you the names of the alternates who are
invo lved, if you lik e. The first t wo alternates in
line are Professors Wilson Ivins and Ruben Kelly.
That would be if you moved those two onto the present
corn.mitte, in place of
in place of P~ofessors Nason
and Utton who wi ll be on leave.
HEADY

Professor Wollman.

PROFESSOR WOLLMAN
I move that we follow
the procedure as recommended and move the alternates
to the cornmi t ·tees.
DEAN DOVE

Second.

HEADY
Is there discussion of the motion?
Those in favor say " aye". Opposed "no " . That motion
is carried.
Is there a further suggestion that you had about
providing alternates?
DURRIE
The only suggestion is whether you
want to leave the present alternate list then at
two, or whether you would like to move up the
others who were in the voting before.
HEADY
I assume in the absence of a motion
we will leave it with just the remaining alternates,
two alte rnates.
DURRIE

Right.
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HEADY
We will move on to item two, which has
to do with honorary degrees at the June 6th commencement exercises. Dean Springer, on behalf of the
Graduate Committee.
DEAN SPRINGER
On behalf of the Graduate
committee, Mr. Chairman, I would like to nominate
three men for honorary degrees in alphabetical order ;
Tom Popejoy, Stanislaw Marcin Ulam, and Thornton
Wilder.
I move that these three men be given
honorary degrees as follows: Torn Popejoy, L.L.D.,
Stanislaw Ularn, Doctor of Science, and Thornton
t wilder, Doctor of Letters.
HEADY
You should all have received res_u mes
on these three nominees when you came in.
If you
did not, there are copies at the door.
SPRINGER
HEADY

I have made a motion.
Second to the motion?

MR. MAC GREGOR

Second.

It's been moved and seconded that the
HEADY
honorary degrees be approved as mentioned to be awarded at the J une commencement. Is there discussion?
DURRIE
Dean Springer, may I have the degrees
in ques tion again? I missed that the first time.
s

SPRINGER
Tom Popejoy, Doctor of La~; Ularn,
Doctor of Science; Thornton Wilder, Doctor of Letters.
HEADY
Is there any discussion? Those in
favor say " aye " . opposed "no". Motion is carried.
May I remind you what is mentioned on the
agenda, that you are urged to keep in confidence the
decisions about these honorary degrees pending the
approval by the Regents and acceptance by the nominees.
Next is the annual report of the Athletic
Council, Professor Daub.
PROFESSOR DAUB
PROFESSOR THORSON

The Athletic Council -May I rise a moment?

I

Nomination
f or Honorary
Degrees,
June, 1969
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believe at the last general faculty meeting the question was raised whether or not we would consider
again our open versus closed faculty mee tings, and
I undf[stood that at that time -- I don't see John
Howar~ here, but I thought the Committee on Publications asked that be placed on the agenda and I
understood at the last meeting that it was going
to be on the agenda this time.
DURRIE

Open vs.
Closed
Faculty
Meetings

No.

HEADY
It was
which has a committee
I shall -- I will ask
on the status of that

referred to the Policy committee,
studying the matter.
I think
Professor Alexander to report
matter.

I intended to make a
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
report at the end of this meeting, but Professor
Thorson brought it up.
I don't mind making it now.
I have received some three hundred and seventy returns on a questionnaire circulated to the
faculty. They are continuously coming in and I am
not yet ready to digest the comments, which I
think are the most constructive part of any such
questionnaire. So with some req uest for deferment
of a · reconnnendation, may I simply say that we are
in the process at this time of collecting and digesting your recommendations in this matter. That's where
the matter stands at present, but I hope by the next
meeting we may have a fuller report and some
recommendations to be made.
HEADY
Thank you. Now we will have the
report of the Athletic Council.
DAUB
This report covers the 1967-6 8 academic year, and I have given a copy of t h e full
r~port to the s e cretary to put in the official
minutes of this meeting (The report is attached
and marked Exhibit "A"). But, in summary, I will
just review some of the salient points for you.
There were two hundred sixty-five athletes
at the University durin~ that academic year receivi~g grants-in-aid tota~ ing t h ree hundred thousand
six hundred twenty-seven dollars and ten cents.

Annual Report
of Athletic
Council
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These grants included fees for tuition, room and
board, and laundry expenses. This comes out to an
average of eleven hundred forty-one dollars per
student athlete.
So I have got these · expenses all
broken down in terms of how much each sport obtained
and how much receipts were in each sport, b ut I will
not bother y o u with the details of this table. But
it will be in the permanent record of t h e meeting.
In a ddition to the three hundred thousand six hundred
twe n t y-seven dollars, training table charges of
t wenty- one thousand two hundred ninetY,-nine dollars,
and the cost of books for loan to student athletes
amounting to fifteen thousand eight hundred sixteen
dollars should also be included. The total aid for
student athletes thus administered during the 196768 academic year, including thes~ various items,
amounted to a total of three hundred thirty -seven
thous and seven hundred thirty-eight dollars and
thirty-two cents. This represents about a fourteen
point seven per cent increase over such expenditure s
during the 1966-67 academic year.
The faculty should also be informed of the
number of student athletes who competed as members
of varsity teams during the 1967-68 school year, but
who , at the time of competition, dA.;3-, &, ot hold an
overall grade point average of t.wg po.at -el-i ~ or
better on all college work. Twenty-nine such athletes competed as varsity team members during the
past sch ool year and their names, along with their
ove rall grade point averages at the time o f their
competition, are included in t h is report. The
averages, as reported here, are based on their work
at all colleges attended and are determined according
to the Wes tern Athletic Conference Code. Thus,
Physical Education Activity courses are included in
the determination of such a ve rages.
In addition, courses taken during the fres hman year with an F grade and subsequently taken with
a passing grade are included only with the passing
grade used, the F b eing dropped. Non-credit courses ,
such as English 010 and Math 010, were not used in
de termining this index.
Now the names of these students and their
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sport and their GPA at the time they competed are all
in table two of this report.
In addition I have a
column in this table showing what their GPA average
was at the beginning of this fall semester, not
based on the Western Athletic Conference Code, but
based on ill~M records way of determining grade point
averages. They are realistic averages that they
would have had at the end of last year's school
year.
As a summary of this table, the following
may be said: These twenty-nine athletes represent
fourteen percent of the athletes, which amounted
to two hundred and eight, competing for the University
on varsity squads in intercollegiate sports. This
may be compared with thirty-seven athletes, or twenty
percent of the athletes competing during the 1966-67
school year. Of these, twenty-nine student athletes, one was suspended as of the opening of the
fall 1968 term;
five did not return for the fall
term, 1968 term.
Five did not return for the fall
term although eligible to do so. The other twentythree were enrolled in the University Semester I,
1968-69, and of these twenty-three, six were on
probation, nine had UNM GPA's at two point oh or
better at the start of the fall term, and eight had
UNM GPA's below two point oh, but were not on probation.
I have also summarized in table three in this
report how these twenty-nine sub 2.0 athlete students
were divided among the various varsity squads as
shown in table three. I will not bother you with the
details of that table, but they will be put in the
records of these minutes.
I have also added to the report a table four,
Which is a summary of aid to athletes, number of
athletes receiving aid, and percentage of competing
athletes holding grade point averages below two point
~hover the past six years in the report, and the
increase in financial aid to the student athletes
~Ver this six-year period, pretty much paralleling
~ncreases in non-resident and resident tuition
increases at the University over this period.
Is there any question about the report?

p.
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Are there questions?
j

PROFESSOR THERKILDSEN
I would lik e to k now
if you made any comparison study as to the financin g
of athletic scholarships in the WAC Conference or
across t he nation-.
I mean, these figures by themselves don't me an much to me.
DAUB
I wo uld say that the amount of money
spent on the athletic grants at this institution is
pretty comparable to what is done at the other institutions in the WAC Conference and I think would be al so
comparable, or even below some of the other con fe rences in the country and, of course, there are some
that might be above.
I have not made any survey on
the country as a whole as to what other schools are
spending in grants-in-aid for athletes, but I would
say that the Big Te n is spending a lot more money
than we are.
THERKILDSEN
How about p olicy concernin g the
athletic program? Does the board go into p olicy
matte r s, and wha t do you have to report with regard
to policies that y ou have made during the year?
DAUB

What specific items do you have in mind?

THERKILDSEN
wi th poli cy?

Well, anything.

Have you dealt

DAUB
Well, I might answer your question by
stating this : One of your colleagues in your departme nt is on the Athletic Council, and at a meetin g a
few months ago -- perhaps he has had discussion with
You and this is what brought it up -- he recommende d
that there were several items with reqard to our
athletic policy at the University we ~ught to take
up and review.
One involved medical policy with
respect to when a student or athlete needs medical
attention, who is to decide this: The doctor or the
coach. We are in the process of discussing that ri ght
now. Anoth er was to discuss items such as what is
~h~ U1:iversity' s p olicy on complimentary ticke ts, and
his item is open and on your agenda for the next
meeting of t h e Council. An other item that he brought
Up was, oh, the use of abusive language by coaches
on Players and so on, and this is an i t e rn for t he

2/11/69
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next meeting of the Athletic Council. There was a
fourth item, which he recommended we discuss, which
involved -- it's a suggestion that the Athletic
council review the books of the New Mexico Boosters
Club every six months, and these items are on our
agenda to be discussed at our next meeting along,
of course , with the resolution passed by the faculty
regarding people on the staff not being able to tell
a student how to wear his hair and whether he should
or should not wear facial hair and so on. The five
items are on the agenda, and we have made some
discussions, carried out some discussions on these
particular items at the last two meetings that we
have had.
THERKILDSEN
And in your tenure as chairman
of this particular committee . -~ I think it's something like thirteen years
DAUB

Eleven.

THERKILDSEN
Eleven years, excuse me -- are
there any policies that you could tell us about that
the board has made with regard to the athletic
program, rather than
DAUB
I wish you would tell me what you are
driving at here and maybe I could answer your question.
THERKILDSEN
Well, I am concerned because
for year after year we hear figures which are not
comparative figures; we hear grade point averages;
but we rarely hear of any policies which are being
discussed, or which have been established by the
board. I am concerned -- that concerns me.
DAUB
Well, I might say that in answer to part
of your question, is that part of the policy of
the athletic program, or the policy -- part of the
Policy is that we obey the NCAA regulations and rules
on how we conduct our program. That's one thing.
And this, of course, is policy that is made by the
NCAA at their annual meeting every January, somewhere in the country. Secondly, we also have to comply
With the policies of the Western Athletic Conference,
~hich were approved by this faculty at a meeting shorty after that conference was started. Now that's one
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kind of p olicy. Now maybe you have some other
policy that's bothering you that we haven't made,
and I mentioned those items that your colleague
brought up before our Council that he thought we
ough t to discuss because there is no policy in the
Western Ath letic Conference Code regarding medical
policy in an athletic program, in the athletic
program at an institution, so this is one item of
policy we are going to discuss.
There also is no policy described in the
U.S. Weste rn Athletic Conference Code regarding the
iss uance of complimentary tickets. There is some
regulation in the NCAA that a student on a team,
for example on a football team, is allowed four
complimentary tickets per year. That's four per
game per year. That is a maximum that you are
allowed to give a member of a team. Bu~ this is
pol icy that we are allowed to abide by, but we can't
go before this or above this.
Now there is policy for our athletic program,
as dictated by the NCAA and the Western Athletic
Conference, but if you are thinking of something
beyond that, I mentioned the items that Doctor
Parker has brought up at our meeting and we are
in the process of discussing that now.
HEADY

Professor Rhodes.

PROFESSOR RHODES
Is there any codified form
of general policy not specifically cared for by the
NCAA or WAC rules? That is, is there any written
policy not specifically concerned with these issues
that you mentioned, but a general policy that the
University has?
DAUB
I think that in the Faculty .Handbook
it says that the athletic program at the University
is conducted under the rules and regulations of the
NCAA and Western Athletic Conference. Now, beyond
that we don't have any written policy unless there
is a written policy, say, regarding complimentary
tickets.
I know this is being cut back and
curtailed quite a bit now from what it was the
last few years.
I

I

I

RHODES

Are there sort of standing agreements
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of some sort? That is, things that over the years
have sort of become accepted practices, but there
is no formal situation of this?
DAUB
drivi ng at.

Well, I wish I

knew what you were

RHODE S
I don't have any specific thing.
I
was just, you k now -- like, what's been the policy
on complimentary tickets? Has it ever been
spel led out anywhere? I just was curious.
DAUB
I might tell you essentially what
the policy has been in the past: That members of
the coaching staff or athletic staff receive two
compl imentar y tickets to the football and basketball season games, and in the past, members of the
P.E. depart ment were also given these.
But this
was some time ago, and that particular procedure
has peen c urtai1ed and new staff members are not
involved in that.
But they don't take away the
tickets that they have been giving to the people
that have been there of long standing.
The present
and past president had received quite some number
of complimentary tickets to give out for perhaps
political expediency, sometimes such things make
you friendlier with the people that run the city:
The city manager . I understand gets a couple of
complimentary tickets per year to football games
and basketball games and, as I said, the players
on both the basketball and football squads, the
active varsity players are, by NCAA rules, allowed
to have four tickets a season.
These are given
to them.
So in all, I think that last fall in football about in the neighborhood of eight hundred
complimentary tickets were doled out by the athletic department and perhaps these went to people
that are not on our faculty and that might not be
-- I also might point out that there is a policy
that faculty members are able to purchase season
tickets at half price before basketball and
football season. This is a considerable
reduction.
HEADY
I might comment on the complimentary tickets.
As far as the disposition by the

. ~,,,. <
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preside nt is concerned, that I thought i t would be
preferable t o h a v e these handled through the athletic department rather than through the president ' s
office a nd there was a considerable reduction this
last year, p a rti cularly in football, the number of
those. We c o ul d have given them away, but , -(laugh t er) -- I was operating on the theory that it
is po s s ible t o make more enemies than friends.
DAUB
On ce you pass out these tick ets, l ike
this p a st year, five thousand were given away, which
could have easily been done, I suppose, and then
peop l e expect t his the next year, and then you have
a bette r progr a m and a better season and they still
expect these ti c k ets to keep coming.
I might p oint out that in the fall of ' 6 7
there were eleve n hundred seventy-three complimentary
ticket s given ou t for football season, and in 1968,
that figure was cut down to eight hundred and five.
HEADY
Ex cuse me, Professor Therkildsen.
Merkx had hi s h and up.

Mr.

PROFESS OR ME RKX
I have a rather general
questi on tha t perhaps relates to the policy issue
that has b ee n raised;
that is, for example, three
hundred and t hirty -seven thousand dollars worth of
fun ds tha t a r e e x pended in support of these players,
the fourt een percent increase, I guess, is around
fift y t h ousand dollars.
Now the decision to make
that i n c re ase, it seems to me, might be a policy
matt~r. How are these things -- for example, how
many p lay ers are supported? Where does this money
come from? Could it not be used in perhaps straight
scholarsh i p programs and so forth?
DAUB
Well, this decision on how much money
to spend for the total aid for the athletes comes
~rom the administration of the University -- that
is , the president, the vice president of finance, and
t~e athletic department. · The number of grants-inaid that we have given out, or what we call grants,
has not appreciably increased over the last several
~ears.
But I might point out this fourteen percent
incre ase for 1966 - - for 1967 over 1966 has, I
th'1
nk , pretty well accounted for the fact that our
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in-state tuition between '66 and '67 rose fifteen point
five percent and our out-of-state tuition in that same
period rose thirteen point five percent over the
previous year, and our room and board costs rose five
point five percent. Now those might not quite
average out to be fourteen point seven, but I think
that's the bulk of the increase for that particular
school year over the previous year.
THERKILDSEN
I think in connection with the
complimentary tickets, I wonder whose decision it was
to take away the reduced price of children of
faculty members?
DAUB
You mean you are talking about the
basketball tickets?
THERKILDSEN
What do you expect to gain in
the long run by taking these fringe benefits away
from us?
DAUB

Well, let me go back now and review

here.
A couple years ago at the arena, maybe three
years ago, children who were sub-senior high age, that
is, junior high or below, were allowed to buy a
season ticket for five dollars.
It was a little card
that they got, which I think was punched at the
game. During the season the ticket office had so·
much trouble with people coming in there trying to
give Johnnie's ticket for that game, which was maybe
a ~AC Conference game that was all sold out, to a
friend who was a neighbor or some relative who really
wanted to go to that ball game and they wanted to
get the adult in on the child's ticket, and they
had so much trouble with this sort of thing that
they finally decided, "Well, we are going to do away
with these children's tickets because people are
always trying to find some way of using that child's
ticket for an adult above junior high," and that's
the main reason the policy was removed.
But the
season tickets
The parents of
reduced to the

policy of still selling faculty tickets,
at half price, is still in effect.
these children more or less
goose that laid the golden egg.
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THERKILDSEN
Would you r committee take under
consideration the addition of, say, a new sport like
volley ball, which is now recognized as an olympic
sport, and begin something at this University, or
does someone else have jurisdiction?
DAUB
Well, this would be if, say, we go in
wi th volleyball as a sport like we have done in the
other minor sports, where we give out grants-in-aid
for great volleyball players and so on, and actually
get in an intercollegiate competition in volleyball, it probably could start in our committee and
we could make a recommendation to the WAC Conference
to add this as one of their sports in their program.
Now we tried to do this a couple of years ago
with regard to soccer because we have a soccer team
on the campus here, which is a non-professional team
and does play other soccer teams: Denver, and
various other schools in the neighborhood. This
was brought up at a conference meeting asking that
the conference council consider adding soccer as
a bona fide full-time sport in the WAC Conference,
and this was turned down.
I might also point out that our soccer team,
a.t least one of the teams within the past few years,
had a number of graduate students playing on it and
students who would not have been eligible for
competition had they had the sport to become one that
had to have conference authorization, where they
had to be signed up for twelve bon a fide hours, or,
of course, they could not be holding a bachelor's
degree, ,and so on. This is also degrees that relate
to your other sports.
FACULTY MEMBER
Could you give us some idea
how much money the Athletic Council makes from the
ticket sales?
athl

DAUB
None; the Athletic Council, or the
etic department?

FACULTY
concerned.

Well, the branch of the University

DAUB
I think ticket sales last year, as an
approximate figure -- and don't hold me to this because
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am esti.m ating -- was in the neighborhood of about
four hundred thousand dollars. But this is the money
take~ in on gross ticket sales. This is not subtracting guaranties that you pay to opposing teams
that play at our home games. We do get guaranties
when we are away from home as well, so they may
offset each other and so that I think basketball
last year was in the neighborhood of two hundred
fifty thousand gross receipts and football was in
the neighborhood of about a hundred and fifty
thousand.
So when it's doing well, it's up around
two fifty to three hundred thousand. We hope in
a few years i t might be back up there. But, this
is not enough to carry the program.
I understand that the athletic . program at
Ohio State has been estimated to cost that school
around in the neighborhood of a million dollars.
They have got to take in -- they spend that much,
not what their gate receipts are, but some of
these schools, they used to pack in seventy and
eighty thousand at a football game and they are
starting to feel the pinch at a higher cost of
running an intercollegiate program and the only way
they are going to make up that deficit is either
find the money somewhere else or charge more for
their tickets.
Tickets now, what are they at the University?
Three dollars apiece? Start charging five and
six and nobody will be there in that stadium.
HEADY

Any other questions?

PROFESSOR WOLF
This isn't directed to
him, but in response to Doctor Therkildsen's comment
here, I hadn't realized that -- I wonder if somebody on the Policy Committee would explain to me
why someone would be on the same committee for
el~ven years.
I am not saying anything about
Guido's qualifications. I think he has done an
admirable job. It seems like an imposition to
run the gauntlet every year.
DAUB
I might answer that. I have been
tak.
T ing a beating up here for eleven years, now.
he first three years I presented this report, not
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a word was said and nobody asked any questions at all
and I took my seat. Everything was fine. And then
the fou rth one, I thought, "Why bore these people
with all these details?" So I cut the report
quite short and said that there were so many
athletes that had below a "C" average and so on
and took my seat and one of the faculty got up and
was qui te indignant that I didn't go into more
detail on this, so I gave the faculty then the
details of how many people and what their grade
point averages were and so on. Since t hat time
there have been some meetings where people have
been quiet because it was near the end of the hour
and they wanted to go home or they had some particular questi on they wanted to ask.
Like one time one faculty member asked me if
the tenn is coach coached other people besides the
members of his team in tennis . Well, I couldn't
answer that question but these are some of the
items of ques tions and types of questions that have
been aske d.
Ab out four or five years ago I had asked
President Popejoy to be relieved of this job and
he asked me if I would continue the job and I said
I would and I haven't asked for relief since then
and, in some respects, I enjoy the work. It -President Popejoy felt that the chairman of this
committee s hould be on for a fairly long time because of the continuity. It's good to have continuity because the person that is chairman of
this committee also represents the institution at
the particular intercollegiate conference they belon g to, and goes to meetings and establishes policy
the re, and also attends the annual NCAA meeting
to help establish policy there. So this is probably one of the reasons that I have been on here
f or eleven years. Maybe there will be a change
next year.
HEADY
Mr. Wolf, I would like to say I was
consulted last spring as to whe ther I would prefer
to just change or to have continuity. I knew
Professor Daub had had thi s responsibility for a
number of years and my preference, which I r equested
of the committee, was that there not be any change,
at least during the first year in which I was
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President, because I am quite aware of the fact that
the President of the University has responsi bi lities
in the conference, which are still quite new to
me, and I thought in this situation, particularly,
the continuity would be a good idea for at least a
year. Arn I correct that there is no action needed
on this?
DURRIE
HEADY

That's correct.
Thank you, Professor Daub.

Number four, recommendation that the Univer~- 0 .
d
~1 ty return to a 'SW@ f,fiHAt e;r, g ra e average
requirement for admission of non-resident applicants. Mr. MacGregor.
.

1,..

MAC GREGOR
On behalf of the Committee on
Entrance and Credits, I would like to move the
approval by the facultl of this recommendation that
we return to the
"0
grade average requirernen t for admission of non-resident applicants and
receive with this an explanation which I think
sets forth the ruain rationale for this recommendation. I will be glad to attempt to answer any
questions you may have.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

PROFESSOR GRACE
HEADY

Second.

Is there discussion?

Mr. Wolf .

WOLF
As I see it, this won't make any
difference on the number of out-of-state students
we get, is that correct?
MAC GREGOR
It could make a difference in
the number of out-of-state students we get, yes.
We refused a considerable number of non-residents,
even though we were liberal with this last year.
There were two or three things that I think ought
to be taken into consideration: One, we know
how many we have refused and how many we admit,
but when you place in your catalog a two point five
requirement, it would be a great number who probably
won't respond because of that higher average in the

Return to 2 .0
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Doe s that answer your question?

WOLF
HEADY

Yes, it does.
Further discussion?

Professor Lavende r.

VICE PRESIDENT LAVENDER
What is t h e point
average of othe r schools in the out-of-state? Is
that two poin t oh ?
MAC GREGOR
s tandard.

I think this is generally

Up until this time we were the
LAVENDER
h ighest requiremen t?
MAC GREGOR
This is right, and we didn't do
it because we f elt t h at we needed a control of
qua lity; we d id this essentially because at that
given time t hat we put it in we felt that we were
goi ng to ge t a n upsurge of non-resident applicants
that we woul d not -- that we were not at that
moment prepare d to handle. It's a control over
numbers.
WOLF
Wha t you are saying, Mr. MacGregor,
we a re n ow p repared to handle a number surge?
MAC GREGOR
We are in a better position now
t h an then. The major problem was dormitory space,
whi ch we l ack ed comp letely at that time.
PROFESSOR TONIGAN
I would be interested,
Mr. Pres ident, in whether it seems appropriate to
you to tak e action on this matter at this meeting
when ou r budget is before the legislature.
HEADY
I have no desire to postpone this.
The pres i d ents were asked to comment on the outo f- s t ate enrollment situation at the hearings last
week. Without exception we said that the decline
in this p ercentage has been so drastic that we are
all concerned about it being too low, and so I
don't hav e any hesitation in explaining if we
app rove this action that it was partly for the
Purpos e of restoring what we consider a desirable
balance i n proportion from out-of-state.
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Is there other discussion? Those in favor
of the motion say "aye". Opposed, "no". The
motion is carried.
Next is the proposal for the establishment
of a Division of Public Administration. Doctor
Travelstead.
VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD Mr. Chairman, I
would like to call to your attention, members of the
faculty, two or three sheets of material sent to you
and I would like to explain the sequence, which I
think will help you to understand a little better.
The first sheet is a memorandum from me in which I
explained briefly the idea of what has taken place
in the study of this matter. The second sheet is
the proposed moti on. I would like to hold that for
just a moment.
The third sheet, I think, is a little misleading because it could be confused with the second
sheet.
The third sheet is actually a report from
a subcommittee of this ad hoc committee and it was
a recommendation which came from the small group
back to the large group. The names of those members
are listed on the previous page. It does go into a
little bit more detail. That is, this sheet headed
"Recommendati ons to the general faculty from the
ad hoc committee on public administration" originally
was headed "Recommendations to the ad hoc committee
from this smaller subcommittee". The recommendation described there contains some details about
numbers, about committees that would be appointed,
~ther guidelines, the spirit of which I think are
included in the motion. The motion, however, I
~hink, is a little more general and we think it
in?ludes the principles that this ad hoc committee
thinks are important.
Therefore, the substance of
the motion and the essential points, we think, at
this time, are included in the second sheet which
is labeled "P roposed motion to be submitted by ad
hoc committee on public administration."
I would call your attention again to representation on this ad hoc committee, and we believe

Est ab lishment
of Division of
Public
Administration
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that all elements of the University interested in,
and having a stake in this matter, have had a
chance to speak their opinions on it.
It is our
opinion that it is unanimously supported and, Mr.
Chairman, I hereby move that this motion, stated
on the second page, be approved by this faculty.
(Motion attached as Exhibit "B").
HEADY
WOLLMAN

Is there a second?
Second.

HEADY
It's moved and seconded the motion
that is on the second sheet of the attachments that
accompanied this item in your agenda.
Is there
discussion?
SPRINGER
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
propose a small amendment in paragraph one, because I am concerned about the language. That is,
it seems to me we are leaving out the Regents and
the BEF and if this is a legitimate concern, perhaps we could, in place of saying "if and when the
Graduate Committee and the general faculty approve"
-- if we could use language which goes as follows:
"if and when the appropriate University and state
bodies approve such a degree program;".
The way it stands now it seems that we are
leaving out the Regen ts and the BEF, who must also
go through that process.
I am sorry.
I meant to
call you about this, but I just got to it.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Chairman, if we could avoid
voting on the amendment, I would accept that and I
am sure it meets the spirit of the group that is
Presenting it.
HEADY
You all have the change in language
that's been suggested here and accepted by the maker
~f the motion.
All right, we will assume that is
incorporated now in the motion that is before you.
PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
I would like a little
discussion of the rationale or the reasons for the
Proposal; why the necessity at this point in time,
or What is the need at this point? What is the
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need for this division as opposed to need that
cannot be met within the present structure of the
university? Would someone comment on that?
TRAVELSTEAD
Maybe some member of this ad
hoc committee would like to respond to that.
I will,
in the absence of that, but there are a number of them
here and I would like to invite them to do this.
WOLF
I would like to make this query more
direct. Just as a matter of information, you said
some member of the committee informed you as to
why this program is not incorporated within the
Government Research, which is a standard process,
the Bureau of Government Research, Public Administration Division or Institute.
TRAVELSTEAD
I think, Mr. rfu'.J)mmond, the point
that has been most prominent in these discussions
over the several months has been the hope, and almost
the demand, that this program be an interdisciplinary
program;
that it involve a number of the departments represented here, but that it not be confined
to any one of them. Now we were aware that there
might have been another arrangement to bring about
this interdisciplinary approach to it, and this is
not the only way, but after several months, especially
since we believe that this is not a permanent longrange solution to the program, that i t would be easier
to conduct this program through such a division with
a small professional core, and I use that word
Professional back there -- and the sheet that I
referred to awhile ago that came from the subc?mmittee stipulated the exact number, and in later
discussion it was felt that this ought to be a small
rather than a certain number. With that kind of
group having the responsibility, and drawing from
the other departments and courses now being offered
in the other departments being used for the
Program, that the responsibility for developing,
coordinating, and moving this program along could be
better handled through a division which would not be
subject to any one department now organized.
Now, Mr. Wolf, whether everyone agrees or not,
~.think that is somewhat the same answer as your quesion confined i t either to the Department of Political
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s cience or Governmen t Re search or any one unit .
WOLF
Wel l , the government has entered thi s
economic and soc i al deg r e e p rogram.
j

TRAVELSTEAD
So oth er committee members would
like to a dd something h ere -- Mr. £ aplan, there?
Rosenthal ?
PROFESSOR « APLAN
In a sense that's a diffi cult q uestion. The committee first met the pro posal t ha t we were asked to consider was the establishment o f the second division. We exp lored a
number o f points a n d I, frankly, can't recall if we
exp lored that one. Each possib ility that came up,
it appe ared that a separate division at this time
would be a better arrangement in trying t o pull it
togethe r than the disciplinary approach.
My feeling is that having served on the
committee, that th is is a rather good short-term
arrangement which gives us a chance to sit back and
look at the wh o le p roblem of education administration - - admi nis tration and education and still get
a Publi c educa tion program going at a time there is
apparen tly a nee d for it.
I don't think we would
vi ew t his as a dange rous cause or as a final solution.
FACULTY
I am confused as to whether it is
a degree gr antin g division or n o t that we are setting
up .
It's proposed to b e an interTRAVELS TEAD
ldi s cip li na r y in t h e University through which a .degre e
would be o ffe ~e d and not - - the prog ram is not yet
develope d or app roved.
It would be offered through
this division, yes, when it is approved by the faculty
and grad uate and other groups.
I am curious about the p aralle l of
t he A THORSON.
. sr.... if.J~.s . .
.
.
~~e r1can Aa1v1s1on, which 1s not a division but
an interdisciplinary committee, and seems to be
~~~rating quite well without this nucleus of staff,
lch I am concerned about money .
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TRAVELSTEAD
cerned about that.
THORSON

Well, I a m sure we are all con-

It's that ti me of year.

TRAVELSTEAD
I am not sure it would be much
different either way.
You may wish to cowment on the
different financial framework against the other.
I
hadn't thought i t would be much better, division as
against a committee.
L

HEADY
I migh t comment that one reason for
this suggestion about the division arrangement was
that there did seem to be some precedent here at
this institution fo r the use of a division as an
academic unit;
that would be either interdepartmental within a college or intercollege, and that
would be transitional, perhaps transitional. The
most recent precedent for this is a division of
computer science wh ich was approved by the faculty
last year. Now in that case there is not a separate
degree that that division gives, and there is not
a faculty that is identified just with the division.
As I reca ll, the discussion of a proposal and the
rationale behind it, i t was contemplated · that
later there might be a degree and there might be
faculty members who would have appointments in
that division.
1 am a little hesitant as to whether I should enter
into thi s discussion, but as many of you probably
know, this is t he academic field in which I have
been k ind of interested before I came here and I
would like to tell you just a couple of things.
I think there is a very clearly demonstrated
ne~d for a specialized graduate degree program in
this state and in this region of the kind we are
talking about, and I think there is recognition of
this need via government agencies that would appoint
People to receive such a degree.
As far as the organizational arrangements are
concerned, there are certainly a number of feasible
:lte:natives, a number of ways in which this is done
Y diffe rent institutions. My own vi ew , which I have
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expr e ss ed to the c ommi ttee that h as been stu dyi ng
this , is t hat it' s high l y de sirable to app roach
this k ind of a progr a m o n a University -w ide basis
and not t o do it thr o ugh a p articular social s cie nce
dep artme n t, arts a n d s c ienc e s, or through an exist i ng
profess ion al school tha t i s closely geared to p rofess iona l training f o r another field in government
se rvice.
The alternative that h as be e n seriously
cons i dered, as these reports made clear, is the
pos s i bility of a School of Ad ministration which
mi gh t o ffer work in p ublic, pe r haps private educat ion and public he a l t h , and social security work
and vari ous other kind s of administration, and t h e
repor t wo uld call f or a restudy of this within, I
thi nk, a three-yea r period as p art of the proposal.
Is there fu rther discussion? If not, thos e
i n favor say "aye". Opposed " no".
The motion is
carri ed.
Next is the proposed revision of the Appointme nt and Promoti on Policy.
Professor Alexander
f or the Policy Committe e .
ALEXANDER
You have on your agenda several
pages, which have been proposed here to replace
ce rtai n pages t h at are in our Faculty Hand book
already . Tho se p ages are i ndicated on the cover
of fi f t y- o ne t o f ifty - seven, I believe.
Befo re I move the approval of this, I would
1.
i ke to say that t h is was presented to the Policy
Co~ ittee in the fall of 1968 as a job needing
doing
·
·
th
p r imarily
for two or three reasons:
One was
at our old p olicy was quite out-of-date with
regard to i n structorsh i p s.
Times h ave changed
ht he re i· t seems , and another was that the old policy
~d . bee n i nter p reted, or misinterpreted, too
rigidly with regard to the leng th of time in
ce rt ·
s·
a ai n r ank s before p romotions were to be coni ered. There was a large sentiment that this
~~gh t to b e loosened up a bit. When we got into
Che d ocument further, we went with it and the more
- ange s appeared as needing to be made.

Revisi o n of
Appointment
and Pr omotion
Pol icy
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So the net result is a rather new statement,
since it has been put in your hands in the form of
this a genda, as might very well have been expected,
r have had two or three recommendations for alterations in it already.
But, before I get to those, I would like first
to move its approval as it now stands and then maybe
we can have these recommendations as amendments, if
the people wishing so desire.
COTTRELL

Second.

ALEXANDER
I will move right now that we
approve the d ocumen t as it stands.
COTTRELL

Second.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded by Professor Cottre ll that we adopt the statements, as
distributed, at this time, in the call of the
meeting. Do you have further
ALEXANDER
Yes.
I would make one of these
amendments myself on behalf of certain individuals.
It appears that in the past, though this may
no longer be the case in some colleges -- I wasn't
aware of this on our campus -- there's no procedure whereby a person may be recommended for promotion in case his chairman, for some reason or other,
h appens to neglect him.
It was suggested that we
might add such a phrase, if you will look at the
first page of this, the general introduction, and
the second sentence reads, "Initial recommendations,
however, are made at the departmental level (or
college level where colleges are not ·divided into
departments) . "
I would like to recommend or move that we
add "although a recommendation may be submitted
by anyone."
That it then be "departments), although
a recommendation may be submitted by anyone."
That's amendment number one.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion to
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amend?
(The mot ion was seconded by several of the
faculty members .)
HEADY
Would you like to vote on that one
first? Is there discussion on the amendment?
LAVENDER
What you mean to suggest is anyone
on the faculty may recommend?
ALEXANDE R
LAVENDER

That is correct.
Not just anyone?

ALEXAN DER
That wasn't specified. I am sure
that the per son receiving the recommendation would
consi der it s derivation and if someone outside the
faculty had made it, it probably would not have been
seriously considered, anyway.
I don't think that's
important , but I don't mind it's being added if you
wish, "anyone on the faculty."
HEADY

You are including it in your --

ALEXANDER

No, I am not including it.

HEADY
Is there further discussion? All
those in favor of the amendment say
pardon me.
Excuse me. We have Professor Wolf.
WOLF
Well, a comment was made to me: Does
"anyone" include the person who might be requesting?
ALEXANDER

Certainly should.

If the person

wants himself promoted.
WOLF

All right.

I hope the minutes will show

this.
HEADY
Is there a further clarification
needed? Professor Trowbridge.
DEAN TROWBRIDGE
I think that word "anyone"
is a great big wide open door.
I wonder if it really
wouldn't be much more desirable to say "may be
submitted by any member of the faculty"?
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HEADY
amendment?

You move that as an amendment to the

TROWBRIDGE
accept it.

Unless Mr. Alexander wants to

ALEXANDER
I will accept it and go back on
the amendment so we don't have to have an extra vote
here.
HEADY
I don't know who seconded the amendment, but I will assume he agrees to that.
COTTRELL

I seconded.

HEADY
Well, at this point the amendment that
is before us would add the language " al though recommendation may be submitted by any member of the faculty"
to the second sentence there in the general
introduction.
Is there further discussion on that/
amendment?
Those in favor say "aye".
The motion is carried.

Opposed, "No".

ALEXANDER
The next amendment, I think I
will defer to De an Springer for this.
S~RINGER
On page five, Mr. Chairman, under
"j un ior ranks", under the heading "instructor" and
lines four and five.
In reading this I became aware of a possible
con f lict between this language and a policy which
the Graduate Conunittee adopted in 1967 with respect
to financial aid to graduate students.
This
Policy states, and I shall quote from it on paragraph G of the use of title:
"In the interest
of standardization only titles described herein
are to be used for the appointment of students
i~volve d in the graduate school in particular, the
title of temporary instructor and research associate
are res erved for individuals who are not graduate
students."
It seems to me that the proposed policy
that's before us now is in conflict with this and
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I would, therefore, suggest that we leave out the
phrase "such as for persons in the process of
completing work toward an advanced degree".
ALEXANDER
You mean not to cut out the
subject, but just for persons in the process so that
will leave the subject for persons needed to fill
temporary posts and so on?
SPRINGER
I wish to leave - - may I read the
sentence for clarification?
" It should be used by any department or
college which finds it convenient and appropriate
to include instructorships within its faculty
rankings, or for persons needed to fill temporary
posts under emergency conditions."
ALEXANDER
SPRINGER

You don't wish the "such as " .
I wish to omit the "such as".

HEADY
That would mean that instructorship
could be used only for persons to fill temporary
posts under emergency conditions, as I understand
the language.
DURRIE
HEADY

That's correct.
Unless if you leave out the "such as"

it -ALEXANDER
I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. When
I discussed this over the phone wi th Dean Springer
it was my understanding at "that time that the thing
would read "such as for persons needed to fill temporary posts under emergency conditions."
SPRINGER
ALEXANDER

Thi s is correct.
That's the way we agreed on it.

I am not sure why you wish to change it back.

SPRINGER

No, I don't wish to change it.

HEADY
As you read it, then, you meant to
include the "such as"?
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Yes, "such as for persons needed to
fill temporary posts under emergency conditions."
HEADY
amendment?

Is there a second to this proposed

(The motion was seconded by a faculty member.)
HEADY
It's been seconded.
amendment? Profe ssor Koschmann.

Discussion on the

PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN
Mr. Chairman, I don't
think the re's any conflict between these two policies.
The one from the graduate school talks about the
graduate students at this institution. Possibly,
the policy statement might be modified differently
here to say "such as for persons in the process of
completing work towards an advanced degree at another
institution."
It would be very much in line with the
intent of this policy and not contradict that of the
graduate school.
ALEXANDER

That was our original idea.

SPRINGER
I have another sentence to amplify
this exact idea, but we would have to add it to
this paragraph somewhere to clarify.
HEADY
You mean you have another amendment
you were planning to make on that?
SPRINGER
Yes, if we can eliminate these ten
or so words from that sentence that we are talking
about, then I have an additional sentence which I think
comes to grips with Professor Koschmann's objections
to my amendment .
ALEXANDER

May we hear this?

a·

~EADY
I think it might be helpful for the
of this amendment if you would enlighten
us about what you propose to add here by way of
another amendment.
1 scuss1on

1
/

SPRINGER
Graduate students completing work
toward an advanced degree at UNM should not be given
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instructor titles, but that rather that of teaching
assistant. That then leaves the graduates students
working for degrees at other institutions free to
hold instructorships here.
Is there further discussion on the
HEADY
motion? Dean Adams .
DEAN ADAMS
This would change the policy of
the past very markedly, Dean Springer, that we have
had people on full-time faculty appointment working
toward higher degrees at that institution, and they
frequently have had the title of instructor because
there are people who do teach full time, take one
or two courses, and ~ ho couldn't really do this on
a graduate assistaneeship.
SPRINGER
On a teaching assista~ship there
is a top limit of seventy-five percen t of the average
salary of assistant professors.
Therefore, you can
use this title and it doesn't limit your -- your
paying that person, but i t limits the use of the
title.
ADAMS

Well, this is a major change of policy.

SPRINGER

It was changed two years ago.

ADAMS
I don't believe so.
I think there
was no stipulation put into the policy at that time
that the title of instructor could not be used. The
constitution does permit an instructor to gain a
deg:ee from this institution rather than whereas an
assistant profe-ssor can not. So it's a major change
of.policy.
I am not opposing it. I am simply
Pointing out it's a very major change.
HEADY

Professor Ikle' .

PROFESSOR IKLE
I would lik e to ask Dean
Sp .
s·ringer a question .
I can envis ion the emergency
m~~~~tion where we might have to appoint in the
f or h e· of a semester a person who is working here
of · is advanced degree to take the place of a member
theour staff who is unable to continue . Now under
se co n d itions
· ·
would h e , or could we not use the
term ·
instructor? Do we have to call him a graduate
assistant?
.
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SPRINGER
No, sir. You can call him a
teaching assistant, but under existing policy the
Graduate Committee adopted in -1967 you could not
call him an instructor.
IKLE
This envisions such a situation mi ght
be difficult if th at person had been a teaching
assistant among regular teaching assistants before
and cannot be differentiated; he cannot be
differentiated from other teaching assistants,
although he would carry on a regular course, eve n
a graduate course
SPRINGER
IKLE

You could -or t wo other courses.

SPRINGER
You could pay him what you wished
to pay ·him to compensate him for the job that he is
doing, but I advocate that we do not call him a n
instructor.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
These recommendations to the
amendment made by Dean Springer would not preclude.
At first I thought it would preclude a man work ing
for a degree at another school, but I think if
you just leave the one sentence there and don't
say anything else, take that out, it wou ld now
~eave it up to the department . You could still
include an instructor who is needed to fill a
~emporary post and he can be working on a de s ree
in another school and this doesn't tak e that out.
I would rathe r leave it this way, and I am not
sure that we really need that last statement tha t
Dean Springer is suggesting .
In the policy under
the rank of instructor I am not sure but what we
~re -- we have another policy -- the graduate sch oo l
as a policy t hat when we talk about promotion
Policy I am not sure it belongs right here.
That's
my statement.
't
SPRINGER
That's why I hesitated to bring
~h out in the first place, but for clarification I
.ought that those were concerned with wh at do we do
with our people who in the past were called
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instructor, and we never know whether they are
students or whether they are full-time employees
of the University. This creates all sorts of
confusion in the payroll department. We tried to
cut a line by the use of title and this was what
was in the mind of the Graduate Committee two years
ago. It seems to me that we can still observe this
separation if we -- at the very least talk about
those -- take out those ten words. We don't have
to add the specification of what title to use for
someone who is a graduate student.
HEADY
Several people have had hands up.
I
will try to call on you in the order in which I saw
them. Professor Alexander.
ALEXANDER
Because I just have two points:
First in regard to these ten words, I don't think
it would make any difference in this policy, if we
leave the "such as" and put the "for persons needed"
because this is not exclusive then of persons
working toward a degree in this institution. If
we add the other phrase that Dean Springer was
recommending or suggested recommending, then, of
course, it would be exclusive.
Now the Graduate Committee two years ago
recommended another title, namely that of special
assistant.
I don't know what happened to that one.
If necessary to distinguish teaching assistants
from those who would receive higher pay, would not
be entitled to be called instructor but maybe this
would solve the difficulty of Professor Ikle and
others. I have no objection to removing these
words, now.
I think the only crucial matter before
us is whether we want to add that other clause,
~hich would eliminate our own students from being
7nstructors while working toward a degree in this
institution.
HEADY

Professor Therkildsen.

THE;RKILDSEN
I think that if we are going
to Pay a man for services that he renders we also
ought to give him the designation. I think there's
a great deal of difference between a teaching

,'
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assistant who grades papers for a professor and an
instruc tor, who' s solely responsible for the conduct
of the course, giv ing the grades, grading the papers,
seeing the course through from t h e beginning to the
end. I think there is a trend throughout the nation
that these individuals who have this type of
respons ibility be given commensurate rank, and I
would oppose that motion.
HEADY

Professor Rhodes.

RHODES
Seems to me this really raises the
issue whether the faculty agrees with what t h e Graduate Corrunittee has done in terms of this restriction, and isn't necessarily pertinent to what we
are saying here. We might go try and discuss wh ether
we really want -- what we want to do about this
ruling with the graduate school It apparently has
passed this and apparently we have previously
accepted -- accepted it, because if you decide you
don't want that then you don't need any modification.
If you want to use it this way, Dean Springer has
announ ced the Graduate Committee policy.
Th en you
must and should restrict this, at least put in a
his last &entence of whether y ou change a nything else
or not.
ADAMS
I ask a point of information: Dean
Springer, was that changed by the Graduate Committee
and approved by this faculty?
SPRINGER

I d o not believe so.

ADAMS
Because it seems to me without such
approval it restricts and limits the authority of
the colleges to recommend an appointment. I am in
the process of recommending an appointment for -- as
an instructor
·
for someone who is a graduate stude nt.
1 Will submit that recommendation because it's been
approved by our college. That leaves to Dean
Travelstead the decision as to whether to approve
it o r not. Apparently it's against the rules of
the graduate division, but not against the rules of
the school.
HEADY

Doctor Napolitano.
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PROFESSOR NAP OLITANO
I don't know how I let
this slip by, but the implication, as one reads
this, is an instructor is a kind of bad thing to
have. There ~ colleges within the University
that consider this an honorable starting point for
a person's career, even after he has an advanced
degree. Perhaps we can say it can be used by any
college or department of the college that finds it
appropriate and for an instructorship within its
faculty ranks.
It can also be used for persons
needed to fill temporary posts under emergency
conditions.
HEADY
Now you are suggesting different
language so you wi ll either have to
NAPOLITANO

I apologize for that.

HEADY
No.
It's perfectly within your
rights. But I will have to ask you either to move
this as an amendment to the a mendment or to wait
until we have acted on the amendment that is before us.
NAPOLITANO

I so move it.

PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD

Second.

HEADY
We have moved as an amendment to this
amendment that we end the sentence with the word
"rankings", and then that we have another sentence -NAPOLITANO "It can also be used for persons
needed to fill temporary posts under emergency
conditions . "
HEADY That's "It
need d
·
e to fill temporary
conditions." That would
Words that Dean Springer
a second?
COTTRELL

can also be used for persons
posts under e me rgency
continue to eliminate the
had recommended.
Is there

Second.

HEADY
We will now discuss or vote, if you
Wish, on the amendment to the amendment. Professor
Merkx.
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MERKX
I would like to speak against the
amendment.
It seems to me that it leaves us back
to not being able to tell the faculty from one of
our graduate students. There is no reason to limit
the use of the terms and the two terms, two positions,
both of which I have held in the past which might
be used and might make everyone happy is teaching
associate , and the other is acting instructor.
Perhaps it might be -- might . show the issue whereby
somebody that is a graduate student here but given
this sort of responsibility is called an acting
instructor rather than a regular instructor, which
is a faculty appointment to somebody.
I speak
against the mo tion. I will vote against the
amendment and then ask Vice President Springer if
he might not consider this.
HEADY

Dean Trowbridge.

TROWBRIDGE
I would like to speak in support
of the amendment.
First, with regard to Mr. Therkildsen's point, we have handled the distinction
that he made here traditionally by the two different -- the distinct titles of graduate assistant
and teaching assistant. T.eaching assistant is
defined as students holding a master's degree and
who is in full charge of class ~nd gives the grades
in it and so forth.
In conformity with the gradua~e school action, we have eliminated instructorships in mathematics by making these suggested
changes of title. They had about twelve of them
called instructors, teaching part-time, and the
math department and the students involved accepted
t~e change in title to teaching assistant and it
didn't injure them in a monetary way.
In English, where there had been a very large
nQrnber of instructors who were very close to the end
of th eir
. Ph.D., but where there were also a lot of
other teaching assistants over the last two years
;~ have eliminated those instructors, which were
lnd of terminal instructorships, and the department has felt that was wiser for various reasons;
not
on 1 Y because of the graduate school action.
We have a number of other departments,
notably modern language, which uses the title of
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teaching assis tant and are in conformity with the
graduate school.
So i t seems to me t hat that kind
of problem, at least as far as A and Sis concerned,
can be managed wi thin the graduate school policy.
What I didn't like about Dean Springer's
suggested amendment here is that the rank of instructor seems to me a legitimate one for a variety
of purposes.
In the first place we have wished to keep up
pressure on people who come to us with an initial
full-ti me appointment out of the graduate school,
but still have the dissertation to finish. We
haven't done this absolutely uniformly, but in a
number of cases, in a number of departments, initial appoi ntment h as been instructor and then
there's been a promotion to assistant professor
at the time the dissertation is completed and degree
awarded.
I think there is something to be said for that
and the rules should not exclude that.

{

t

.
Secondly, we have used the rank of instructor
in a number of cases for people who never will have
~he Ph.D., but for whom we have an important
instructional use.
They are no longer active graduate students.
They hold a master's degree, and I
think we should be able to do that.
On a permanent
basis and with tenure we have some cases like that,
and I d on't see why that's wrong.
There's a third case, and this would perhaps

b

e the one that might conflict most with the graduate

School, where we ask a person wh o is all but through
d~t? ~is Ph. D., and this might be for emergency or
finitely on a temporary basis of not more than a
couple of years -- to teach full-time in the depart:~nt in which he is taking his degre~. ff!e hav~ done
. at a number of times. We are considering doing
it a
·
thi ga~n currently for next year, and technically
s hs might be contrary to the rules of t he graduate
c 00 1 but it's a thing that there are often strange
Practi 1·
.
ca reasons for doing.

w·
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I think De a n Springer has approached the problem too narrowly.
The Graduate Committee was very
rightfully and thoughtfully trying to solve a
nomenclatural problem and it needed a solution. But
I think we adapted to that pretty well.

I
11

11

Now a great many other considerations come
in when you talk about the rank apart from their
being graduate students here, and I think any statement that was too narrow or suggested that this only
be done very infrequently under emergency conditions
would tie our hands in a way that isn't satisfactory
whereas the amendment we are now discussing I think
leaves it very wide open so that the departments
and colleges can still use this frequently useful
title.
HEADY
the floor?

Doctor Loftfield, do you still want

PROFESSOR LOFTFIELD
Well, I was going to make
the same motion that Doctor Napolitano made and for
exactly the same reasons.
I think an instructor is
an honorable title to be used by advanced people, and
language here is entirely derogatory and would do
nothing except encourage people accepting the title.
ADAMS
Trowbridge was
was mentioning
he suggested.

I could add a word to what Dean
that is, the intention I
saying;
to Dean Springer is precisely the one
Kind of intermittent arrangement.

The graduate student may be on a full-time
teaching responsibility while someone else is on
Sabbatical leave, interrupting their studies and
taking no courses for one semester, and then resumi ng
studies.
It's just impossible to switch that back
and
forth
from teaching assistant to instructor
b
h·
·
·
· k th a t
thack to te acing
assistant
again,
and I th in
t e deans of the colleges and the departments have
. 0 have some flexibility in using the title of
~nstructor in the case of post M.A. students who may
·
tee assu
h. ming
a very heavy intermittent but heavy
acing responsibility and on occasions, full time.
HEADY

Professor Therkildsen.
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I would like to answer Dean TrowTHERKILDSEN
bridge. I think that he has resolved some problems, at
least superfic i a lly, with the designation of teaching
assistant .

.1

TROWBRIDGE
Which is a very old and honorable
title with us.
I t wasn't invented because of this
graduate s chool.
THERKILDSEN
No. But i think it's a misnomer
in that t his man is given a full load to teach.
He
has full r espons i b ility for the course and the presentation o f the course.
Is he not under close
supervisi on? He i s not conducting a discussion
section or a ques tion session. He is teaching the
full load. He i s teachin g the full load of any
other ful l-time f aculty member.
To call him a
teachin g assistant when he has full responsibility
for the cou r se, and of grading the students, I think
is a comp l e te mi snomer and I think most universities are mo ving towards the instructorships.
HEADY

De an Springer.

SP RI NGER
Mr. Chairman, I should like to
attach mys e lf to some degree to the point made by
~mbers o f t he medical faculty.
It is precisely
because I ag r e e tha t the title of instructor is an
honorable one , that I wish to separate the instructors
from the p e o p l e who still haven't managed to obtain
their hi gh e st grade and who are therefore still
~raduate studen ts and subject to all sorts of
Jurisdictional r e strictions. And payroll procedures, wh ich differ from the regular faculty.
It Was, as I say, in part for reasons that had
caused difficulty before the Graduate Committee
ever got into this problem that we adopted the
full Policy, which I now assert would be in conflict
Were we to adopt the language that is in here now.
HEADY

Professor Rhodes.

bii·
R~ODES
Is it within the realm of possith · ity that possibly to vote on this question on
ls amendment the way it is now?
HEADY

Any time you are ready.

1

I
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RHODES
And we can take up the issue that
Dean Springer raises so that we could have a
separate policy that would come from the graduate
school, or anywhere else, saying that these
were the ways in which titles could be used which
would not conflict with this at all? That is, that
would be compatible? This could go ahead and be
voted on.
HEADY
Wel l, the proposed language that we
have to vote on now would end the sentence after
"rankings II and then there would be another sentence: 11 It can also be used for persons needed
to fill temporary posts under emergency conditions." Are you ready to vote on that proposal?
Those in favor say II aye 11 •
Opposed "no".
The
motion is carried.
I now am g oing to presume -- I may be a
little confused he re in parliamentary procedure,
but I am going to assume this takes care· of the
kind of amendment that you initially proposed,
Dean Springer.
SPRI NGER

Well --

HEADY
For these sentences now, there's still
a question whether you want to -make the additional
proposal about the language to go further on in the
statement. Unless there is a further motion on this,
this part of the proposal stands with the changes
we ,have 'just approved.
Professor Wolf.
WOLF
I am not sure that a motion is in
order because I thought Dean Springer was going to
make a subsequent motion or amendment to this
~roposal. But I just wanted to point out for somet~dy'~ consideration, perhaps the Policy Committee,
at if we continue to include as instructors
~eople who are getting their Ph. D.here -- and I am
~~ favor of that because I don't think we should
tlscriminate against it -- the language here implies
hat they move up to the rank or up the ladder of
Promot·
I t . ion and that subsequent sentences -- and that
a hink is contrary to existing policy that's only
bn e~ceptional case, so I am not making a motion
Ut Just a commentary for this policy as it now

<
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stands.
Professor Alexander.

HEADY

ALEXANDER
I think we have straightened out
this matter and I agree with Professor Rhodes that
what is needed now is another statement brought in
from the Graduate Committee to clarify your policy
here. I do not think that the way this now reads
· discriminates against or in favor of our own people
as instructors.
In fact, it is noJ committal
completely and leaves that issue for some further
consideration. So I think we can go ahead with
this docume nt without burdening ourselves further
with that issue.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL

Nothing.

HEADY
We are back to discussion on the
proposal with this amendment.
COTTRELL
I do not feel Professor Wolf's
question was fully answered. The ame ndment would
have to be given a probationary appointment. This
s.a ys a temporary appointment. Temporary appointments come in the group that -- do not come in the
group that is expec ting normal promotions and so
forth. That has to b e changed first, so t h ere is
no confli ct in your point.
WOLF
HEADY
the Proposal?

All right.
Now is there further discussion on
Professor Frank?

PROFESSOR FRANK
I would like to ask one
question wh ic
' h i. mp lies
.
. h ypocrisy
.
. th e
a certain
in
~roposal of the high latitude .
If publication or
esearch is
· a significant
·
· ·
·
I
part ofth e promo t ion,
am not
a .
sure tha t the four-year statement lf about
88
· k it
·
ma lstant professors is meaningful. I thin
Y set up fa l se expectations .
HEADY

Profes sor Alexander?
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FRANK
This becomes a normal time in length.
rt precludes in many departments considering publication as a facto r in promotion.
HEADY

Professor Alexander.

ALEXANDER
If I understand, which I am not
sure I do , your question, Professor Frank, it is
that at the level of assistant professor you think
there mi ght be needed four years before publication
is sufficient to warrant promotion? If you will
read this carefully, I think you will find that
our language is quite permissive on the matter of
lengths of time which may be either extended or
reduced. But norma lly would be extended, we presume if there isn' t ample justification at a given
time so that all we are saying is that this is the
normal minimum which may in some special cases even
be reduced, but certainly is only a normal minimum
and may be extende d where the evidence is not yet
sufficient.
FRANK
May I answer that? I think the
language is permissi ble.
I think the realities are
not.
ALEXANDER

You think what?

FRANK
I think the realities are not so
permissive, because I think there's been undue
length put on publication, or it's equivalent,
consequently with the facts of life for a beginning
t~acher I t hink this normal minimum i mplies a -rightfully i mplie s that less emphasis should be put
on publication, more on teaching.
In other words,
~ think the implications of this document go far
eyond its semantics.
th
ALEXANDER
May I reply to that? I hope
bat although my experience with this document
. 0 thers me a little, we have a number of sentences
in here which we became so familiar with and later
~hX?luded the m, thinking everybody would know that
is wa s intended.
.
Unfortunately, one of those
:tatements stated more explicitly than this does,
m:~~~ t~at we are not urging promotions or appointeither to be made on the basis of research,
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and certai nly n ot the mere quantity of these things,
but that t eaching , where it is distinctive, should
be used as equal or more important a consideration
for promotion than mere matters of research and
publication .
In other words, we tried to balance
teaching , both wh ere it is extra - - that is, exceptionally good, and where it isn't against the other
categorie s in he r e . So I hope that the meaning of
this comes acros s ;
certainly be disappointed if it
didn't: That the s e other considerations would be
used.
De an Travelstead.

HEADY

TRAVELSTEAD
I speak in favor of the motion,
but I wa n t to ask a q uestion of the chairman of the
committee.
On page one of this proposal, the paragraph next to the bottom where i t says "This document rela tes only to a p pointment and promotion
policy, n o t to de cisions r e garding salary or tenure.
Neverthe l ess, sal ary questions are inevitably
involved in case s both of appointment anq of promotion. However, it is exp ected that recommendations
for app o i n tment a n d p romotion will be made on the
basis of merit, a nd the salaries will be adjusted
accordingly.
11

Now I refe r to a section in the earlier document, and I assume that this does not preclude this,
but I do want to read a · section and maybe it was
purposely cut out, but I want to be sure this step
would have t o be tak en to implement the statement.
h

I r e a d f rom p age fifty-two in the present
andbook wh er e it says :

" The wo rk ing of any fair promotional system
also requires p eriodic re-evaluation of all faculty
memb
.
t
ers. Dep artment chairmen shall annually review
t~e Performance of department members and advise
ofe dean regard ing (a)
change of rank, (b) change
salary, and (c) retention or dismissal of members
Who h ave not attained tenure ."
I assume that this would still allow and
expect some k ind o f r e view p rocess would have to go

I
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on because it would go on anyway.
COTTRELL
Part of this review process is now
being discussed in the Policy Committee and Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee to take up this gap
that is left out of there.
ALEXANDER
We removed from the older policy
those sections that, in our opinion, appropriately
belonged to the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
and we are asking that committee to insert those
sections there that are deleted here. But the intention here was simply to stress that these
primarily are a set of qualifications and considerations for appointments and promotions and it
does not specifically have anything to do, either
at this institution, with salaries or the tenure
question.
TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY
Wollman.

All right.

Professor Merkx, and then Professor

ME RKX
I am q uite -- ?r I am somewhat concerned ab out point f our on page two, personal characteristics.
First, this information is in two other paragraphs, or paragraph three on page five, which also
ment ions
·
the dossier.
It seems to me that personal characteristics,
ex~ept insofar as i t influences teaching, scholarship
.
h ' r esearch, and other creative work and service,
8 OUld not be dire ctly a part of the consideration
.
tfor . promotion;
that including personal characeristic
· the same li s t of things as teach'ing,
h
s
in
8
c olarship, research, service -- that is placing
rather
. on those characteristics
.
.
m
un d ue emphasis
an d
a~ first question:
I would like to submit an
is:~dment to simply strike personal characteraskics from this list, but I would first like to
Profe ssor Al e xande r why the committee felt that
P
erson l
into ta· characteristics, which are bound to come
his as other aspects, such as teaching,
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scholarship, and service, were singled out as an
additional category.
ALEXANDER
I would like to call your attention, Professor Me rkx, to the fact that this was
picked up out of our old document where we have five
instead of four, and the fifth one we eliminated
was "other considerations", and I couldn't see that
one. But he does have teaching, personal characteristics, research, and service, as the four basic
criteria. We have operated with these four ever
since I have been at this institution.
I hate to
say how long that is. This has been one of the
additional items of consideration on all of these
matters. So it would be a basic and fundamental
modification of our attitude, philosophy, and
practice on these if we were to eliminate it.
Now we sought to make this as meaningful
as we could here in terms of what kind of personal
~haracteristics would be germane to the questions
involved in the policy, and I hope we have done
this. I believe, myself, that it would be extremely foolish to overlook personal characteristics,
especially where aberrations of personal characteristics may be very detrimental to a person's
effectiveness, either in the classroom or outside
of it on the campus or in your community.
So, up
to a limit, personal characteristics have to be
lo~ked at, whether we like it or not: What we
said and eliminated partly was that personal characte r1stics
·
·
should not be considered unless they
were exceptional, not in the derogatory sense,
usually, because if a person is not -- well, in the
exce P t ional
·
end, in the good sense.
I a m sorry,
b
ecau
·
hi
se if he is somebo~y that you c~n J?rai~e very
ghly, then we would like to use this in his favor.
If he' s somebody you can barely get along with,
.
of
course , you are probably going to use this
.
. h'is
d'
in
~sfavor.
But we would like to hold that to a
m1n·
But
we cut out that sort of language and
imum.
l ef t ·
·
it simply on the basis of his effectiveness
in the whole community and in his job.
MERKX
Thank you very much.
I appreciate
Your
explanation.
I looked through the se to see if
they
Were faitly -- well, to me it seems still fairly
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vague, so si nce my feeling is that unless personal
characteristics do injure teaching, scholarship, or
service in some way, that they may not be as
important.
I therefore move the following:
That
the point four be struck;
that the two paragraphs
headed "personal characteristics" be struck from
the report , and the other grammatical point is that
the last on page two, that sentence which begins
"The last two categories" would have to be struck
to make it make sense. "The last two categories" -that will have to be cleared up, the language will
have to be cleared up.
Essentially I am merely
asking that -- I am moving that the term "personal
characteris tics" and the two paragraphs after that
be struck from the record.
WOLF

Second.

HEADY
The motion is -- it is, in effect, to
remove the fourth category of "personal characteristics" from the statement and that would mean
eliminating point four on page two where it's
~entioned, the paragraph on page three labeled
personal characteristics" and the language under
the heading "pers onal characteristics" on page five.
Now was further language -- you said there was
further language that would need to be clarified in
addition to that?
MERKX
In addition to one sentence which will
have to be straightened out, which comes just before
the word "teaching" -- the heading "teaching" and
says "The last two categories".
WOLF

Changing it to· the last category .

. HEADY
That would be the last cate ory instead
~f the last two categories on pa'g e two.
This motion
Rhas been seconded.
Is there discussion? Professor
odes.
RHODES
I think i t would be very nice if one
cou1a el·- .
.
.
1
uat·
1m1nate personal ~haracter1st1cs in the eva to ~o~ of anybody.
But, you can't.
This is unreal
t
hink that personal characteristics are not going
0 be evaluated in some way, and it seems to me that
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by putting it in this fashion,

at least you are
making overt wh at otherwise is going to be covert.
And why? I d on ' t see any need to eliminate this.
It's not really h armful, you know, in the sense that
~ reading of these they are not specific items
in there that restrict you in some way from being
who you are or doing your thing.
I don't see any
-- I think it i s far better to have it out in the
open, indee d, y es, part of your promotions are going
to be based on how well you get along with the other
people in y our de p artment and in general. Make it
expressed, op en, what we really do.
HEADY
Still others asking for the floor.
Professor Ka p lan.
~ AP LAN
This is a document which apparently
is intende d to provide a basis for evaluation; as
such, it seems to me it should be as unambiguous as
possible.
I had another point that I would discuss ;
it will prob a b ly be nine o'clock tonight, but my
feeling woul d b e that if personal characteristic
refers to an y t h in g other than teaching, as it affects
~he first thre e , that it is probably inappropriate
in a university faculty statement.
If it does not
refer to any thing except the first three, then we
have an amb i guous situation in which we have double
accounting deals.
If a man is not a good teacher
because he has some deficiency in his character, do
we count it in a personal characteristic or do we
~ount it under teaching? I think it's either
inappropriate or it's ambiguous, and I would sup port
the amendment.
HEADY

/

Professor Ikle.

/

IKLE
May I suggest that personal charact~ristic, why not restore under category four the
-- 1
ch n place of personal characteristics, the "other
aracteristics " . .
HEADY

That's a suggestion.
I did not hear
Professor Cottrell.

You ma ke it as a motion.

COTTRELL
The question of removing personal
ch aracte .
.
r1st1cs was discussed in the Policy Committee.
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The opinion at that time was that this didn't reflect
in other considerations;
that is, teaching,
service, and research. But these also overlap.
When we start talking about one personal characteristic being independent of teaching, his
research and service work against to overlap, and
the teaching may overlap somewhat with the service,
depending on what the service is. The final decision
after many, many months of discussion on this, was
that it probably should be included, though I
objected personally at first, but we included it
only in a positive sense, and I would like to agree
with what ~rofessor Rhodes pointed out; if it is
not overt, it will be at least covert. Here, at
least, we are saying personal characteristics, if
they are outstanding, may help to round out those
other characteristics of an outstanding member or a
strong member of our faculty .
In no way does it
imply that this can be derogatory or be harmful to
the individual. Yet if you do not say it, I am
convinced that they are going to be used in judgment
and would probably -- but they would probably be
used somewhat negatively.
If I have a personality
conflict with the chairman or a dean, I could do
you much more harm than having an evaluation made
on this particular point, and if there is this
personality conflict. But he is writing up a
recommendation and he's got to bring a consideration
of these, and the way it is now stated, this cannot
hurt you unless it is severely affecting your
teaching or your scholarly work.
I think the committee spent considerably more
time -- Professor Alexander said we started in
September of '68. That was the third time around on
re-writing it when he introduced it. The committee
has worked on this for close to a year and a half
and this point has been argued pro and con.
I believe
it should be left in here in the sense that we now
have it.

"aye" .

HEADY
Those in favor of the amendment say
Opposed "no". The amendment is lost.

Now is there further discussion of the proposal? Professor Wollman.
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WOLLMAN Did the Policy Corruni t tee give any
consideration to the possibility of changing our
tenure regulation in the case of promotion from
assistant to associate professor automatically
carried tenure on the grounds that we have gone
through what this says, and it seems silly a year
later to make a separate decision.
ALEXANDER Yes, we did, Professor W
ollman,
but you know the habits at this University are
pretty well fixed on separate promotions and tenure
decisions . The best that we came up with was that
statement on page one of this to the effect that
this was primarily a promotion and appointment
policy, although inevitably tenure considerations _
would be involved and should be looked at. Now
that was not a very strong statement, I will admit,
and it certainly -- it is nothing like the up and
out policy of some of our eastern institutions . So
we are simply living with the facts as they are in
this institution here .
WOLLMAN I would like to make a motion ,
and the motion is that continuing the sentence
at
the bottom of page -- the first page: 11 In the
case of promotion of faculty members not already having tenure," and to add the clause "promotion to the
rank of associate professor or professor will carry
tenure, period II and strike out the rest of that
sentence. Then have an appropriate change made in
the Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy.
HEADY Is there a second to this motion?
There is a second by Professor Ikl~. The motion
would be to add the sentence at the bottom of the
first page, this statement, the language so that the
whole sentence would read: "In the case of promotions of faculty members not already having tenure, f'u~"'- ·i;~.n.C-4. /:. ef
associate professor or professor would carry tenure.
Now what happens to Professor Wollman, to the
sentence as it now exists? Would this be in substi~utiun to the first two lines on page two, and then
lf you adopt this motion it would then call for a
corresponding change later in the Academic Freedom
and Tenure po1icy.
·
11
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TRAVELSTEAD Could I ask a question? Would
you include in that appointment that persons
appointed as professor or full associate also
carry tenure?
WOLLMAN No, because I ammaking it a
promotion because we then go through this process .
ALEXANDER The promotion we have here, it
would preclude this other .
WOLLMAN Yes .
ALEXANDER That's quite important to be
built in.
HEADY Professor Koschmann.
KOSCHMANN M
r. Chairman, I am opposed to
tieing these two together. I think in effect it
would reduce the tendency to promote outstanding
people on short terms . . One of the purposes, as
I understand from this document, is to encourage
the administration to consider promotion of a
man that came in -- he was almost an associate
but he decided, no, let's stay with the assistant,
and I think we should be encouraged to say that
we will make it assistant, and if it's looking
good in one or two years, do it. But it also
forces a tenure issue at that point. I think the
practical point would be to slowdown these promotions . I think the separation is better.
HEADY Professor Therkildsen.
THERKILDSEN I don't follow that logic at
all. I think if you change the decision, that he's
good enough to be an associate professor, then you
have also made a decision to give him tenure . I
second Professor W
ellman's motion, but I would like
to 'Speak against it .
reason I would oppose the amendment is that
1Frth'1.nkT~e
l. t should g·o before the Conuni ttee on A
cademic
eedom and Tenure before it comes here.
HEADY Is there further discussion? Those
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in favor of the amendment, the language at the top
of page two, please say "aye". Opposed "no". The
motion is lost.
&APLAN I would like to call your attention
to the top of page three. There's a clause in the
second -- on the second line referring to research,
scholarships, crea t~ activity, that I have never
been able to figure out. I think it's created a
great deal of ambiguity in our trying to deliberate
on some of these matters. The clause s·hould be
reflected in teaching. It seems to roe that the
statement on research is clear without that clause
and that the statement under "teaching" is clear
enough and broad enough to include bringing into
teaching or research findings and knowledge of
the profession. So I would like to move that the
clause I refer to be deleted: "or should be reflected in teaching".
HEADY That's the second and third line of
page three. Is there a second? Second by Professor Wollman . Is there discussion of this?
Doctor Alexander.
ALEXANDER May I reply in that that was an
insertion at the very strong insistence of one of
our Policy Committee members who thought it absolutely unscionable not to mention the fact that
research should be reflected in teaching. He
felt very strongly about this, and I don't believe
he's present, but I will speak for him in this
:espect, because he thought that we didn't have it
in there and it was a very recent decision to the
whole thing.
iAPLAN I would think that it would be
delete it. However, if that's the
better to
reason for it, then I would change the "or" to

"and".

HEADY Are you changing your proposed
language of the motion?
~APLAN I am prepared to offer a second
amendment, if this is in order.
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WOLLMAN I will second the second amendment.
HEADY He hasn't made it yet. Is there
further discussion on the proposal to eliminate
the clause "or should be reflected in teaching"?
Those in favor of adopting this amendment please
say "aye". Opposed "no". The amendment is lost.
Professor ~aplan.
I move to amend that clause to
delete (KAPLAN
the word "or" and change
it to "and" and
so the statement will read 11 and should be reflected
1.n teaching. 11
HEADY Is there a second?
WOLLMAN Second.
HEADY Is there discussion of that amendment?
Yes, sir.
That's rather inconsistent
SSOR DEGENHARDT
~ith thePROFE
statement;
if you are teaching a course not
in your field of research, how can. you in some
instances reflect your research in that particular
course? So I think the "and" is completely out
of place there.
HEADY Further discussion?
€A.PLAN Can I substitute "and where appropriate"?
HEADY Does the seconder accept that?
WOLLMAN I accept that:
HEAD~ Is there further discussion? Those
in favor of those changes in language please say
"aye·II Opposed "no". The chair is in doubt. I am
sorry. Would you, if you are in favor, will you
please raise your right hand.
DURRIE Thirty-one.
HEADY Those opposed to the amendment.
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DURRIE Nineteen.
HEADY Thirty-one to nineteen. This amendment
is adopted so it will read "and, where appropriate,
should be reflected in teaching".
TROWBRIDGE I don't want to offer any amendment, but just an observation on the committee's
revised handling of the question of minimal periods
for consideration as has been mentioned previously .
This is more permissive than what we had before.
The old statement almost made those minimal lengths
of service in rank practically mandatory . We have
had a very, very small number of exceptions; people
promoted in one year less or something of the kind.
This opens the door for recommendations and for
three years for assistant professors, or let's say
four years for associate professors being considered for advancement to full professorship. It
does state, and I think well, that any such shorter
terms should be carefully weighed and strongly
justified. There's still the exception.
I think this kind of policy, which makes it
more possible to give early promotions in exceptional cases for exceptional people is harder to
administer, but better for the institution; not
only the kind of case that Mr . Koschmann spoke of
where somebody is brought in from outside and has
already had some time in the rank, but also perhaps
people even who come here directly from their
Ph. Dwith an assistant professorship .
My point here would be somewhat contrary or
opposite to that of Professor Frank. There are
people who, within three years beyond the Ph. D.,
demonstrate outstanding qualities and I think we
should be free to move those people ahead faster.
· t expressing
· a personal convic
· tion
·
hSo I am Jus
ere that this change is an excellent one.
HEADY Professor Huber.
PROFESSOR HUBER At the risk of prolonging
the discussion,
may I observe that the reason for
the change in 1957
from the language that's contained
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herein, which was known as the old yellow book,
and this document is almost identical to it as
in 1957 -- we went to minimal except in extraordinary cases at the request of the administration
and segments of the faculty, because they were using
rank in place of salary in order to retain people.
The administration found after the policy commitment, I was a member of it at that time, and did
a study of ten years prior to '57 on promotions -that the ranks got considerably out of balance all
over the campus and we are now finding ourselves in
just the other situation with regard to having
tightened it too tight. I would agree completely
with Professor Trowbridgds~ remarks, but I would
say what I said to the administrative committee,
the Policy Committee at that time, and to this
faculty when I presented the 1957 statement, and
that is: None of these policies are worth the
paper they are written on unless they are implemented
by those having the responsibility to implement them,
and you can not do anything with a document such
as this, to close a particular door . Times change,
markets change, and, therefore, it must be a
faithful implementation of the intent as distinguished from trying to set it up in a nice, neat,
regulated little package. This is not_rules . These
are policies, and there's a great deal of difference between the two. I would recommend that we
adopt the policy.
HEADY Are you ready to vote on the motion?
This is to adopt the statement of policy
as it has
been
amended.
Those in favor say II aye 11 • Opposed
II
no·II The motion is carried.
Teaching
Next is relative to teaching self-evaluation.
Self-Evaluation
Professor Rosenblum for the ad hoc comrnittee .
Day
PROFESSOR ROSENBLUM M
r. Chairman, the last
page of the agenda carries a very general statement
of the recommendations of this committee, ending with
; motion that I should like to delay for a moment.
know the hour is late and everyone is hungry and
~hey want to go, but before I present the motion
dor~ally I should like to summarize some of the
eliberations of the committee, since the last faculty
meeting.
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At that time I think we had implied to you
that we were planning to devote a day to a close
self-examination of UNM as an instructional
institution, and as a first step in what we hoped
would be a systematic and organized assessment of
what goes on in the name of instruction and
teaching, the learning process on our campus.
After some very serious deliberations, and
knowing that the cancellation of any day's classes
is anathema to many of the faculty on our campus,
we decided that April 15th, which is on a Tuesday,
would serve our purpose best and we would recommend
this day of class cancellation that I have
described to the faculty.
Le·t me make two points clear before I present the motion in a fo~mal way .
Should the faculty adopt this motion this
afternoon, machinery will be set in gear immediately. We have a tentative committee meeting set
up for tomorrow evening to start planning what we
hope will be a first-rate program to assist what we
are doing in the name of instruction. This wilJ.
n~t be a whimsical, haphazard, or casual affair. We
are somewhat frightened by the amount of work that
will have to be done . But we have an enthusiastic
committee, a group of people involving students
and we thinr we could produce a first-rate day in
this direction. We would also hope that we can
call .on thos·e of you in the area who have expertise
in this direction and of whom there are a great many
~eople on our campus to lead discussions to help us
in this program. So this would be the first point
that I should like to make very clear. Agreat
deal of pre-planning will go into this day of
self-assessment.
Secondly, there will be an intensive postconference assessment of the day's results and we
would hope to report back to the faculty certainly
by the end of this semester, and I think this is
Possible -- but no later than the early part of the
fall semester, in terms of what had been accomplished
~nd what next steps should be taken . So with this
ackground, Mr. Chairman, I now should like to move
that all classes, with clinical responsibilities
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excepted, at the request of the Dean of the M
edical
school, who is very eager for these people to
participate in this, all classes be suspended for
the day of Tuesday, April 15, 1969, for a selfevaluation of the University as a teaching institution.
PROFESSOR BAHM Second the motion.
REGENER Mr. President, it's late, but I
would like to commend the committee for these
efforts , and I am sure that we are looking forward
with great anticipation to Tuesday, April 15th, and
I certainly offer my cooperation. However, I am on
my feet because I am anxious to defeat the motion,
for similar reasons, and I shall try to keep my
passion under control because it is late, and I am
hungry, too.
This was described last time as a voluntary
effort, which is missing today, but I assume this
is still a voluntary effort. It was described as
a maximum voluntary effort and as a unified thrust.
I think as all students -HEADY Can you hear?
FACULTY M
EMBER Could you step down front?
REGENER I can speak louder. I am just in
a hurry, that's all. The unfortunate part of the
-- two unfortunate parts to the motion and one of
them ~s that this project, · desirable as it is and
certainly many places at the University would benefit
from the project, this project was started and first
described
· as a voluntary project, and then started
the project as a compulsory suspension of the
teaching effort for one day before we are informed
:s to ~hat is going to go on afterwards. I would
ave liked to know how this thing is going to be
handled. We haven't been told yet, and perhaps I
~ould be willing to disroiss my class, but we haven't
e~n told what is going .to happen. We are only
being asked to suspend the teaching on that particular
. the motion
. passes,
d. day , an d th.is amounts, if
an it may , if the motion passes it means that
this is compulsory of the teaching
. effort, and I
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think that's a bad start for such a project.
The second part of it that's bad, of course,
is obvious. Tuesday classes, of course, there
are fewer, but Tuesday classes are coupled with
Thursday and, therefore, a Tuesday class is suspended and all Thursday classes will be reduced for
the second semester by three point three percent:
all Tuesday laboratories, which meet only one period
per week, will be suspended to the tune of six point
seven percent for the whole semester. I think this
is a mistake. Now the percentages are small, but
remember how much percentages count when we took
about salary increases and a half a percent is a
lot.
I am willing to come in the evening. This is
an important effort. I am willing to come on Saturdays. I am willing to come on Fiesta Day to sit down
and discuss what should be done in this kind of thing.
I would support a motion which would permit the dismissal of classes in those cases where the class
actually does interfere with any of these conferences
that are planned for tha t particular day. I venture
t~ say that there are many eight thirty to nine fortyfive -- you say, Tuesday and Thursday classes last
for an hour and a half r' they don't last for just one
hour -- eight thirty to nine forty-five classes on
Tuesday morning which would not interfere with this
effort, and the classes after that wouldn't interfere with it either. I think it's just wrong and I
hope the motion will not pass, but I would be
happy
a motion which would permit the
d'ismissal
. to support
of classes when there's a conflict.
ROSENBLUM May I respond to that?
HEADY Yes.
ROSENBLUM As I said at the outset, I said
!.knew there would be people who would be unhappy
ith the dcancellation of any. class. The committee
consider
w
e a Saturday meeting and felt that this·
ou 1d probably not draw the number of people that
;erofesso
should R
like to get involved in such a project.
th
r egener mentioned compulsory. We prefer
e word "commitment" and I think we felt that this
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was important enough a conunitment for the faculty
to make to want to go along with this sort of thing.
W
e did consider a variety of options and felt that
if the University faculty would go on record as
being willing to cancel classes during a regular
weekly session, this would have a greater impact,
not only on the goals of the program, but in a
variety of other ways. We know, of course, that
some of us are unhappy because the New Mexico Educational Association takes two days of our semester in
the fall, but we seem to go along with that and we
believe that our proposal has as much merit and is
as important, if not more so, than the New M
exico
Educational meeting. So I would hope that the
faculty would view this as a conunitrnent and not an
order to do this in a compulsory sort of way.
In the name of time I did not present the
program to you, but if you are interested in some
of the things that we are going to be doing I would
be happy to do it.
REGENER It won't change my mind.
ROSENBLUM Some of you may be interested in
knowing that we are planning a series of discussion
sections involving students and faculty administrators,
et cetera, and again I think the goal of the program
would be to underscdre the importance of instruction
here at this University, not only to students but also
to the faculty, and we feel that this would be a
worthwhile goal .
There was a third point, Professor Regener,
that I don't quite remember, but I would hope that
that would answer some of your questions.
HEADY Professor Wolf.
WOLF All I want to say is I think it would
be preferable to do it on Saturday and not start
exercise by taking from the teacher's support.
1this
support
it, but I think this Saturday would show
more commitment.
HEADY Professor Frank.
FRANK Professor Regener's objection, I would
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like to know if the golf course and tennis courts
and fraternity activities would be closed down
that day to commit the students?
ROSENBLUM Well, we know that some students
as a boondoggle. There is no doubt about it. Just
as some faculty members will, also. But I do feel
from what evidence we have accumulated, we feel that
a day during the week would net greater attendance.
Now we have no controls of.this, ~ut hopefully it
would be borne out.
WOLLMAN I wonder, are there going to be
participants facing audiences, or are you going to
set up programs where everybody who is invited
comes as a participant?
ROSENBLUM As a participant. The emphasis
would be on participation.
WOLLMAN The people that are not invited
as participants are presumably free to do whatever
they want?
ROSENBLUM
No. These meetings would be
open to everyone. No.
But,
everyone
would come, and
we would hope that we could keep who
these
meetings small,
but these meetings would be -lists? WOLLMAN And these would be made up of invited
ROSENBLUM No. There would be an open invitation. What would -- what we would hope to do would
be get representatives from each department and from
each
group on campus involved in some little
committee
.student
and this would hopefully be started quite
soon, because there's a great deal of work to be done
to insure maximum participation.
HEADY Dean Travelstead.
. TRAVELSTEAD I want to support the recommendations of the conunittee. I want to add one point, and
~r. Regener, it may answer in part your points, and
mean it won't answer all of them. The students
Who have entered into discussion of this, and I
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think we are at a time now when student viewpoint
is not unimportant -- they said "We would like to
see
in the campus
that important.
they
thinksome
thismanifestation
matter of instruction
is very
"
If it's put at night, and put on Saturday, and put
outside as they used the term, M
r. Regener, that
doesn't indicate that to us and they felt if it is
on a day, one day a year we are talking about and
maybe not another year unless this proves successful -- they thought it would be an indication that
the faculty and administration thought that the
matter of instruction, attention to a self-evaluation,
and hopefully some teachers to improve, would be
significant to them. Now two or three students in
the discussion made this several times, and I think
it's important.
HEADY Any other discussion on the motion?
Those in favor please say "aye". Opposed "no".
I think the motion carried. I will be glad to
have a show of hands if anyone would like.
ALEXANDER I think we'd better have a
show of hands.
HEADY All right. Those J.. n favor please
raise your hand.
DURRIE Thirty-four,r make it.
HEADY Those opposed, please raise your
hands .
DORRIE Sixteen.
HEADY The motion is carried.
Now, there is one added item of business that
to d spr·_inger would like
Dean
. to bring
. before you. It has
0 with an experimental graduate summer program
at the College of Santa Fe campus .
SPRINGER Mr. Chairman, I regret to get up
once more, but we are under pressure to make a deha
cision
for this. I hope that you all have the
hndouts,
which in essence report to you what an ad
oc committee has done about the initiative which was

Experimental
Summer Program
at College of
Santa Fe
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taken by the College of Santa Fe to offer a few
courses on an experimental basis at the graduate
level on their campus under joint sponsorship.
The motion starts out halfway down the page
and I will simply read it:
"The ad hoc committee now wishes to make its
recommendation to the UNM facul ty. It hereby moves
that the faculty approve an experimental two-year
summer program under the following conditions:"
and then those are outlined on the bottom half of
the page. (Attached as Exhibit D) . I will be glad
to answer any questions that might arise on this.
The reason that we are under pressure is, of course,
that announcements have to be printed if we are going
into this.
HEADY It's been moved and seconded that we
adopt the motion, which appears on the bottom half
of this page . Is there discussion?
RHODES I am very much in favor of this type
of thing, but I am sure everyone is aware that these
things can also be boondoggles . That is, the quality
of the course can go down, and I would implore you
-- I will vote for this, but I would implore you to
try to maintain some quality in this sort of a
program. It becomes a real ridiculous thing for
teachers .
SPRINGER I think the chairmen of both
departments that have a tentative commitment to offer
these courses are in the room, and the point of the
matter is that this will be our own faculty teaching
people in Santa Fe, and we have made an effort to
establish whether or not facilities are of such a
nature· that we do not degrade the quality of our
off
. ering. We certainly hope to come up to our
ideas of the high standards.
FRANK If I can add one word: The two English
~ourses that we will offer in the normal year, they
re nothing specially designed for this program.
in favorHEADY
of the Is-- there further discussion? Those
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WOLF Excuse me. Just one question. Why
graduate rather than undergraduate to start?
SPRINGER Because the demand seems to be at
the graduate level.
RHODES Teachers have to get degrees.
HEADY Further discussion? Those in favor
of the motion say "aye". Opposed "no". The motion
is carried.
If there is nothing further, I will entertain a motion to adjourn.
(THEREUPON, the faculty meeting was adjourned
at six fifteen p.m.)
Respectfully submitted, .

AJ-~

John N. Durrie
Secretary

LL.D
.
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t¥.>NORARY DEGREE NOr,IIrJATIOi • •
• • • • • • •• Thomas Lafayette Popejoy
1lomlnated by: Julius R. Blum, Chairman, , ,athematlcs Department
From ~/ho's Who in America, Vol. 35. 1968-69
Un Ivars Ity Pres Ident, born iJecembe r 2, 1902.
Education: B.A., University of .~ew Mexico, 1925; student U. of 111 lnois summers
1925, 26; A,M., University of iJew i,1exico, 1929; student U. of Cal Ifornla, summers
1934, 35; LL.O., U. of Arizona, 1954.
Employment: Instructor In Economics. U. of iJewi-1exlco 1925-29, assistant professor,
1929-37, associate prof. 1937-48, exec. asst. to pres., 1936-48, president,
1948-68; comptroller, 1938-48, actlnq registrar, 1941-44, chmn. board of deans,
1944-45; research director i~ew /,Jexico Taxpayers' Assn., 1932; state director
iat. Youth Admi nistrat Ion 1935-39; dep. adm
lnstr., t·Jash Ington, u.C., 1939-40;
regional consumer relations rep. OPA, uenver, 1942.
O
rganIzatlonal :lembersh Ips: iiem
ber exec. com. W
estern Interstate Corrmi sslon on
Higher Education, 1953-63, pres. 1951-53; member pres. 's counci I W
estern Athletic
Cont.,
Chmn., 1961-62, 1965-66; member exec. com. Associated 11ocky r.ountaln
Un Ivers Ities, Inc. (pres. 1960-61) pres • •~at Iona I Assoc Iat Ion State Un Ivers Ities,
1963-64; member board of visitors Al r University, USAF, 1961-64. DI r. :J.i-i.
Heart Assn., School Am. Research, .Jew ::exlco Opera Association, Kit Carson Councl I
~yScouts of America, Un lted States Terri tori al Expans Ion :.:emorl al Comml ss Ion.
·iember of the i31ue Key, AIpha Ph t Omega, PI Gamma j ;u, SI gma Chi, Ph I Kappa Ph I,
~uKappa Alpha, Alpha Kappa Psi. Democrat. Episcopal Ian. Clubs: Albuquerque
untry, Rotary (pres. 1946-47).
PubIIcations: The Causes of Qank Fa 11 ures In ;~ew;1ex ico, 1920-25, 1931;
\he. Untversl ty of ilewi;exi co, ACa Icu Iated nJ sk. Contr Ibuted art Icles to ,.ew
1iexIco uus iness Review.
~
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HONORARY DEGREE NOMINATION . . • . • • .
Nominated by:

. • . • Stanislaw Marcin Ulam

Julius R. Blum, Chairman Mathematics Department
Bernard Epstein, Professor, Mathematics and Statistics
Milton Wing, Professor, Mathematics and Statistics

Listed in Who's Who in America, Vol. 35, 1968-69
Biographical Information from Nominators
Born in Lwow, Po Iand, Apr i I I 3, 1909
Doctor of Science, Polytechnic Institute of Lwow in 1933. In 1936 Ulam came to
the United States as a visiting member of the Institute for Advanced Studies at
Princeton. He then became a member of the Society of Fellows and later a Lecturer
in Mathematics at Harvard. From 1941 to 1943 he was on the mathematics staff at
the Unive;sfty of Wisconsin. In 1943 he joined the staff at the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratory where he remained, except for occasional leaves of absence,
unti I 1966. In 1958 the Laboratory recognized his unique talents and abi I ities
by naming him one of two Research Advisors to the Director of the Laboratory. In
:his capacity Ulam was officially enabled to provide direction to the Laboratory
1n the area of the theoretical sciences. As mentioned earlier, during his Los Alamos
years Ulam spent occasional periods at other institutions. He was on the staff
~f the University of Southern California in 1945, Visiting lecturer at Harvard
in 1951, Visiting Professor at M.I.T., 1956-57, at Colorado in 1961, and at the
University of California at La Joi la in 1963. He has also been a consultant to
the Scientific Advisory Committee of the President of the United States.
t ..
I •••

Ulam is best known to the layman as one of the two developers of the thermonuclear weapon. It is certain that his knowledge of physics and hydrodynamics
has played a very essential role in the nation's atomic weapons program. He has
also been in the forefront of developments in mathematics and physics which have
and wil I have great effect on society. In the late 1940's he and the late John
von Neumann originated the so-cal led Monte Carlo method which is regularly used
today to resolve problems in such varied fields as business and biology.

He was elected to the U. S. National Academy of Sciences In 1966.

received
;~e Polish Nutherium award. He has served on the Council of the American Foundaion of Scientists and of the Mathematical Association of America, Is a member of
~ large number of learned societies and is on the editorial boards of several
Journals.

~?

He

the last decade his interests have shifted somewhat to the field of mathematical
10
. logy. It ls significant to note that he was among the first to see the potential
~;P~c: of the computing machine and the quantitative sciences on the life sciences.
hficial recognition of his serious interest and contributions was taken last Spring
~ en he was named Professor in the Medical School of the University of Colorado
ndaddition to his position as Professor of Mathematics and Computing Science
an Ch airman
.
of the Department of Mathematics at the University.
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HONORARY DEGREE NOMINATION . • . • • • • . • • • . . • . • • Thornton Niven WIider
Nominated by:

Wi 11 iam J. Martin, Director, Concert Hal I

From Who's Who io America, Vol. 35, 1968-69
Author:

born Apri I 17, 1897, Madison, Wisconsin

Preparatory education and high schools, Berkeley, California, Chefoo, China,
and Thacher School, Ojai, California. Student at Oberlin College 1915-17. A.B. from
Yale in 1920. Graduate Study American Academy in Rome, 1920-21; A.M. from Princeton
1925; Litt.D., from New York University, Yale, Kenyon, Wooster, Harvard,
Northeastern, Oberlin, Goethe University, Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany, 1957, University of Zurich, University of New Hampshire. Teacher Lawrencevi I le (N.J.)
School 1921-28; member of faculty University of Chicago 1930-36; Charles E. Norton
professor of poetry, Harvard, 1950-51. Served In U. S. Air Corps Intel I lgence
since June 1942. Lt. Col. since 1944.
Awarded Legion of Merit, Bronze Star, Mi I itary Order of the British Empire,
Legion d'Honneur; Order of Merit, W. Gennany, Peace Prize, Frankfurt-am-Main,
1957; Gold Medal for fiction, Nat. Inst. Arts and Letters. Am. Acad. Arts and
Letters, 1952; Medal of Honor, Science and Art, Austria, 1959; Edward McOowel I
medal for contribution to letters, 1960, Order of Merit (Peru); Goethe Plakette,
1959; Presidential award, 1963; Nat. Book Com. prize, 1965. Mem. of Am. Aca.
Arts and Letters, Actors Equity Assn. Authors League of America; Alpha Delta Phi,
Elizabethan; corr. mem. Bayr Akad, Deutsche Akad (Mainz).
Author: The Cabala, 1925; the Bridge of San Luis Rey, 1927 (Pul ltzer Prize);
The.Angel that Troubled the Waters, 1928; The Woman of Andros, 1930; The Long
Christmas Dinner, 1931; Heaven's My Destination, 1935; Our Town, 1938 (Pulitzer
Prize); The Merchant of Yonkers 1938· The Skin of our Teeth, 1942 (Pulitzer
Pr!ze); The Ides of March, 1948; The Matchmaker, 1954; the Alcestlad (play),
Edinburgh Festival, 1955; The Long Christmas Dinner, 1961; Play for Bleeker Street,
1?62; Hello Doily (musical comedy based on his play The Matchmaker), 1964; The
Eighth Day, 1967.
Home:

50 Deepwood Drive, Hamden, Conn.
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RECOMMENDATION FROM ENTRANCE AND CREDITS COMMITTEE
~?
onconunittee
March 9,on19~
the Faculty
approved
recommendation
frombe the
Erlt~ance
and
Credits
that aaapplicants
2.5
grade toaverage
required
for
admission
of
non-resident
the
undergraduate colleges
the fall
University.
The requirement became
effective
with theof196~
semester.
J?
The
higher
average
for
non-residents
was adopted
solely as The
a device
tomeasure
stern
an
expected
upsurge
of well
non-resident
applications.
did
serve
this
purpose
for
the
1963-64
school
year
when
a considerable increase in the numbers of applications there
from was
non-residents.
Since
there tuition
have been
successive
increases
in non-resident
the University's1963-64,
non-resident
charges.
As auniversities.
result, our
tuition
is
now
above
the
median
for
state
There
is
evidence
that
this
alone
will
provide
a
more
than
adequate
control
of the numbers of non-residents who can attend the University.
For the last two years, at the request of the undergraduate colleges,
the 2.5
requirement
has been administered
veryprevious
liberally.academic
Considerable
numbers
of non-resident
applicants
whose
records
were
better
than
2.0
but
less
than
2.5
have
been
granted
probationary admission.
Despite
this leniency,
the proportion
of
non-resident
students inThe
the figures
university's
undergraduate
population
has
steadily
declined.
below,
which
exclude
Graduate
School and Medical School enrollments, tell the story:
Percent of
Percent
Year
Non-residents
Residentsof
1964 Fall
22.5%
77.5%
1965 Fall
20.6%
79.4%
1966 Fall
16.0%
84.0%
1967 Fall
14.9%
85.1%
1968 Fall
14.3%
85.7%
Studies conducted
by
the
university
college
show that
non-resident
entering
the
University
with
a 2.0 grade
average
:~grstudents
we11
or
better
than
New
Mexico
residents
entering
with
aperform
compar1~ average. Since there no longer exists a need for a higher
haa
e average its
to usefulness
limit non-resident
2.5 average
us ~utlived
and the admissions,
committee onthe
Entrance
and Credits
a~:1~m~usly
recommends
elimination
of
this
higher
requirement
for
sion of non-residents.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 5, 1969
TO: Members of the General Faculty
FROM: Chester C. Travelstead, Academic Vice President
SUBJECT: Proposal for the Establishment of a Division of
Public Administration
For about a year, a representative group of faculty members and
administrative officers has been studying the possibility of establishing a Division of Public Administration here at the University of
New Mexico. This group has also been working on a proposed master's
degree program which would be offered through this division.
At the present time, however, this group is recommending only that
the General Faculty approve the establishment of a Division of
Public Administration, as described on the attached sheet. I strongly
s~pport
timely. this recommendation, because I think it is both sound and
At a later time -- perhaps during the next month or two -- this same
group will recommend to the Graduate Committee and to the General
Fac~l~y
a program of studies leading to the degree, Master of Public
Administration.
But no approval for such a degree is being sought at
the February meeting.
The members of the Ad Hoc committee which unanimously approved the
recommendation now being s·ent to the Faculty are listed below:
Ger~ld Boyle, Department of Economics
Edwin Caplan, School of Business and Administrative Sciences
T~omas Christopher, Dean, School of Law
Richard Holemon, chairman, Department of Educational
Administration
E~wi~. Hoyt, Chairman,
Department of Political Science
William Huber, Acting Dean, School of Business and
Albert Rosenthal,
Administrative
Department ofSciences
Political Science
~Obert Senescu, Chairman, Department of Psychiatry
Peorge Springer, Dean, Graduate School
R~ul Therkildsen, Department of Economics
c~chara Tomasson, chairman, Department of sociology
Hester Travelstead, Academic Vice President
N~yt
T~owbridge,
Dean,
collegeDepartment
of Arts andofScience~
thaniel
Wollman*,
chairman,
Economics

;--on th Committee for a short time, but at his request was
latServed
er replacede by
Professor Gerald Boyle.

. - r-r.·,
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~

February 5, 1969
Proposed Motion to be Submitted by Ad Hoc
Committee on Public Administration
That the General Faculty approve the establishment of a Division
of Public Administration at the University of New Mexico, effective
July 1, 1969, with the following purposes and stipulations:
1) It shall be the academic unit through which a master's
degree
in public administration· will be offered,approve
if and such
when ·
I
. . .~ the
!.-4

~

...,

·'-- J: •.,,'.l"C• ~· 2.

:

:

}

h

2) The proposed Division shall have a Director (to be
appointed later by the President, upon the recommendation
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Public Administration and the
Academic
staff: Vice President) and a small corps of professional
3) The responsibility of the Director and staff shall be
to coordinate the development and offering of a master's
degree program, with the consultation and aid of representatives from the following schools and departments:
School of Business and Administrative Sciences
Department of Political Science
Department of Economics
Department of sociology
Department of Educational Administration
School of Law
Graduate School
School of Medicine
Other interested departments
4~ ~he Division,
its staff,
program shall
be interdisciplinary
in nature,
with and
the Director
reporting
directly
to the Academic Vice President.
S) The establishment of such a Division is viewed by all
concerned as a short-run arrangement, and at a time no later
t~an the spring of 1972, the whole matter will be reviewed
with recommendations coming to the General Faculty about
proposed changes in organization and program.

February 4, 1969
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL FACULTY
FROM THE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
I. SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
A. A"Division of Public Administration" should be established
with a Director who will be administratively responsible to
the Academic Vice President.
B. It is recommended that the professional staff of the Division
be limited to the Director and not more than two additional
faculty members, unless additional staff is recommended by the
long-range planning committee referred to in Paragraph IIB. These
individuals may have full or joint appointments as faculty members in public administration. It is a premise in establishing
this program that most courses will be provided within the
appropriate academic departments of the University.
C. The Academic Vice President should appoint an inter-disciplinary faculty committee which shall serve as the policy making and
personnel approval body of the Division.
D.. It is recognized that it may be necessary, in order to begin
this program, initially to include a large proportion of 300and 400-level courses. However, the sub-committee is emphatic
in its recommendation that, as a minimum, all of the required
core courses be taught at the graduate level as soon as possible.
II. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
A. We believe that no actions taken at this time should preclude
future consideration and possible establishment of a Graduate
School of Administration. It would seem desirable that the
Academic Vice President and Graduate Dean jointly appoint a longrange planning committee to undertake a thorough investigation of
the potential advantages and disadvantages to the University and
to the State of establishing such a·school.
B. It is recommended that the creation of the Division of Public
Administration be viewed as a short-run decision necessary to get
the public administration program started and that at the end of
a three-year period the desirability of maintaining the Division
be rev~ewed by the long-range committee. It is hoped that by
that time the committee will be in a position to recommend one of
thr7e courses of action: (1) continuation of the existing institutional arrangements relative to education for administration;
(2~ The establishment of a Graduate School of Administration
which will consolidate education for administration into one area
of9 the University; (3} some other alternative which appears to
7ingPresent
the most efficient and effective manner of accomplishsuch education at this University.
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Appointments and Promotions
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The University's policy on appointments (including subsequent
re-appointments) and on promotions follows herewith.

It expresses

the institutional philosophy in these matters and describes the
qualifications for the various ranks in terms of four major areas
of consideration, together with indications of the relative importance of these areas and possible sources of information for
evaluations.

APPOINTMENT AND PROMOTION POLICY
General Introduction
Ultimate decisions in matters of appointment and promotion in
rank are made on the authority of the Regents.

Initial recommenda-

tions, however, are made at the departmental level (or college
level where colleges are not divided into departments~ ,,.('These
recommendations are then reviewed by the administrative officers
most directly involved and are forwarded with their recommendations
to the President of the University who transmits them to the
Regents.

Recommendations at the departmental level will be given

most serious consideration in this procedure.
This document relates only to appointment and promotion policy,
not to decisions regarding salary or tenure.

Nevertheless, salary

questions are inevitably involved in cases both of appointment and
of promotion.

However, it is expected that recommendations for

appointment and promotion will be made on the basis of merit, and
that salaries will be adjusted accordingly.
'

.

' .

Recommendations for appointment also involve decisions regarding temporary or probationary status.

·
In cases o f reauc t ion
o f th e

length of the pro b ationary
·
period, the mattersh ou ld b e c 1 ear1 y
stated in writing and agreed to at the time of appointment.

In the

case of promotions of faculty members not already having tenure,

I
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and

appropriate in identifying sources of information.

_!eachin_g_
1. consult colleagues in the candidate's field and those in allied

fields.
2.
- •7 1): ·

seek out student opinion. In the absence of a reliable system for

::: : , ·

student evaluation, this method needs to be used with great care.
3. Direct observation of a faculty :member's performance of his duties
· 1 .. ,

may well be included.
Scholarship, Research, or Other Creative work
1. Seek the judgments of professional colleagues both on and off campus.
-

---

2. Assess any published material in terms of its content, and in

terns

of the journals, or other auspices, in which it appears; or assess

any creative work in terms of its public presentation and reception.
3. Evaluate the work which the candidate may do as consultant.

4. Take into consideration the papers presented at professional meet-

ings, whether of state, regional, national,or international scope.
5•

Gather reports of specific projects undertaken and ascertain the
success achieved in the past as well as the prospects of success
for the future.

Remember that important projects may require many

years before they can be presented to the public.
Service
1.

An indication of service sometimes appears in biographical records.
This,however, may not

be the case because degrees of modesty vary.

2· In the case of new appointments, one must depend primarily upon the
information obtained from letters of recommendation or other such
sources.
3· For promotions, the biographical record with its annual supplements
collected in the office of the Secretary of the University should
constitute a fairly complete record.

However, one should also
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consult the candidate's colleagues for additional information.
personal Characteristics
1. clues to traits of character may be found in the dossier of an

appointee when the letters of recommendation are included.
2. For promotions, confidential reports from colleagues and others

acquainted with the candiate will constitute the primary source of
information regarding personal characteristics.

Such reports must

obviously be treated with great circumspection.
Specific Qualifications for Appointment and Promotion
The following statements should be looked upon as firm but not

absolute guidelines governing normal promotion. Special procedures are
sometimes required in unusual circumstances, where too strict adherence to the rule could well be disadvantageous to the University.
Also , qualifications differ in the various fields.

Customary degrees

or their equivalents should be required, recognizing that these requirements differ according to the standards in the varic,us fields.
THE JUNIOR RANKS

l_nstructor
This rank is most appropriate for persons beginning their teaching careers.

It sou
h 1 d be used by any department or co 11 ege wh.ich

find

·
sit convenient and appropriate to include instructorships within
'-/1
r..~ ~
its faculty rankings
process f comple
C" ~

n

for persons needed to fill

tempo rary posts und er emergency cond.1.tions.
.
Ins t rue t ors are a 1 so
appointed with an understanding that upon demonstration of ability or
fulfi llment
of specified goals, they may expect advancement in rank.
As with any
.
appointment, the status should be made clear and put in
Writing at the ti·me of employment.
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Professor
-Assistant
An assistant professor

should be demonstrably competent in the

subject matter area of his particular courses, and should have indicated a serious commitment to teaching; but he need not be expected to
have acquired an extensive reputation in his field.
in

As he continues

this rank, he should demonstrate an effort to improve his know-

ledge and his teaching ability, and he should present himself professionally through papers to professional organizations, through
publications, or through other creative work.
As a general rule, the length of service in the rank of assistant
professor before being considered for promotion to the rank of associate professor is four years.

Recommendations for promotion in less

time should be carefully weighed and justified by the administrative
officer making such recommendation.
THE SENIOR RANKS
Appointment or promotion to either senior rank should represent
an implicit prediction on the part of the department, college, and
University that the individual will make, during the remainder of his
professional life, sound contributions to teaching and learning.

It

should be made only after careful investigation of the candidate's
promise in scholarship, in teaching, and in leadership and learning.
By this statement it is meant that serious attention must be given to
the caliber of the candidate's intellectual and moral stature, for
this will probably be the key factor in determining the extent to
which his past performance in teaching and in creative work may be
expected to carry on through continuing contributions. Deans and departmental chairmen normally will look to the senior ranks for advice

ana counsel regarding policy matters, including appointment and promotion.

Also, services rendered to communities and agencies or
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organizatians in his professional capacity should certainly be considered in assessing qualifications for advancement to senior ranks.
Associate Professor
The criteria for appointment or promotion to an associate professorship differ from those for a professorship in degree rather
than in kind.

The candidate for associate professor should offer evi-

dence in his work that he has kept abreast of developments in his
field, and that he is
of teaching.

conscientiously interested in improving methods

It is expected that an associate professor shall already

have shown a basic general understanding with regard to a large part
of his discipline. This condition implies postdoctoral research or
creative work sufficient to indicate continuing interest and growth
in his professional field.
As a general rule, the length of service in the rank of associate
professor before being considered for promotion to full professor is
five years. Recommendations for promotion in less time should be carefully weighed and justified by the administrative officer making the
recommendation.
Professor
It is expected that the professor will continue to develop and
mature with regard to his teaching, research, and other qualities
that earned him his earlier appointments.

Consideration for this

appointment should include particular attention to the quality and
significance of a person's contributions to his field, his sensitivity
and interest in the general problems of university education and their
social implications, and his ability to make constructive judgments
ana decisions in regard thereto. It should be kept in mind that the
full professors are likely to be the most enduring group in the facul~
and are those who will give leadership and set the tone for the entire
University.

r-
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Report and Reconunendations from the Ad Hoc Conunittee on the
Improvement of Instruction
The Ad Hoc Committee on the Improvement of Instruction
suggests that a self-evaluation be undertaken on teaching
objectives and procedures at UNM. As an initial step, it is
recommended that Tuesday, April 15, 1969 be set aside for
discussions among students, faculty, administrators, alumni
and regents. Most of the day would be spent with participants
in small discussion groups aimed at identifying strengths
and weaknesses in the teaching-learning process at this
University. After April 15 syntheses would be carried out;
a final report would be prepared containing recommendations for
specific improvements and identifying areas for additional
concentrated inquiry.
It is planned to have a representative of each department
and student group participate in the organization and
execution of this self-evaluation.
MOTION: That all classes (clinical responsibilities
excepted) be suspended during the day of Tuesday, April 15 , 1969
for a self-evaluation of the University as a teaching
institution.

REPORT TO THE FACULTY, ANO MOTION TO APPROVE AN
EXPERIMENTAL, GRADUATE SUMMER PROGRAM ON THE CSF
CAMPUS
Upon the Initiative of the College of Santa Fe, exploratory talks between

UNM and CSF have been held with a view toward establlshtng a sunvner school
which would enable residents of northern New Mexico to take graduate courses
on the CSF campus under UNM academic control, and under Joint CSF-UNM auspices.
To further thts plan, the fol lowing steps were taken:
Cl) The College of Santa Fe surveyed regional Interest In
possible offerings;
(2)

The chairmen of relevant UNM departments, deans, and the
Academic Vice President were consulted;

(3)

An ad hoc comnlttee of interested faculty and administration
was formed consisting of: David Darling, Elementary Education;
Robert Doxtator, Secondary Education; Joseph Frank, English;
RI chard Ho lemon, Educat Iona t Admt n I st rat f on; Frank Ik le·~
History; Richard Lawrence, College of Education; and George
Springer, Graduate School.

C4)

An examination of CSF library holdings was made and discussions
with CSF administration and faculty were held.

The ad hoc conmlttee now wishes to make Its recommendation to the lt4M
Faculty. It hereby moves that the Faculty approve an experimental twoyear sunmer program under the fol lowtng conditions:
Cl)

Courses wi II be offered for resident credit during the
surrmers of 1969 and 1970.

(2)

The departments of Educational Administration, Elementary
Education, Secondary Education, English, and History wlll
furnish UNM faculty or UNM-approved faculty to teach these
courses, contingent on the feasibility of recru1tlng such
faculty for teaching on the College of Santa Fe campus.

C3)

Feasibility wil I also be contingent on library resources
available In Santa Fe; and on the solution of a number of
financial and administrative problems.

C4)

Two courses each in English and History appear tentatively
posslble at this point.

CS)

Up to 12 hours of resident credit wtll be allowed students In
the CSF-UNM program provided they can meet normal UNM Graduate
School admissions standards.

(6)

If approved by the UNM Faculty, a progress report after the
summer of 1969 and an evaluation and further recomnendatton to
the Faculty will be made after the 1970 sunrner session.

